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Abstract  
 
Methane is the main component in natural gas, shale gas and methane clathrates. With the 

depletion of petroleum reserves and as the least CO2 intensive fossil fuel, it will become the most 

important hydrocarbon feedstock for the synthesis of fuels and chemicals. At this moment a 

significant fraction of methane (near 32%) is burned for residential heating and industrial power 

generation. Industry uses around 39% of the methane produced, both for heating and as raw 

material. Only a tiny fraction (much less than 3%) is used as transportation fuel.   

Significant budgets and effort have been invested in recent years in the search for alternative 

methane utilization routes that do not involve the use of syngas and do not require the associated 

required scale of operation and investment involved. Despite the increased interest in methane 

activation, there is yet little to none industrial implementation. In this PDEng design study, the aim 

is to generate an overview of processing alternative for syngas-free routes for utilization of methane. 

After a broad literature review of proposed and studied processes for direct methane conversion, the 

selective anaerobic oxidation of methane to methanol was chosen. This promising route was first 

deeply investigated based on available literature. Then, as a part of the project, proof-of-principle 

experiments were conducted. The experimental section confirmed that production of methanol via 

this route is indeed possible. Based on the data from the experiments, information available in 

literature and consultations with one of the research groups investigating this process, a design for 

a commercial plant was made. This work is the first work aiming at scaling up this process.  

The process plant design was the main part of this work. The plant was designed for the capacity of 

150 tMeOH per day. The reaction occurs at mild conditions (200°C and 37 bar). Based on the assumed 

process conditions, a configuration with six fixed beds was chosen. First, the base design was made 

and then some optimization and alternatives for potential improvement were investigated. The 

economical estimation of the process showed that the total annual production cost is however higher 

than the annual sales.  

To evaluate how far is this process from a large-scale implementation, a further sensitivity analysis 

was made. The results showed that to reach a positive return of investment after 14 years, the 

market price of the product has to increase by a minimum of 10% with a minimum increase of the 

annual production of 20%. Besides, different factors such as water content, copper loading, cycle 

time and life time of the catalyst need to be improved. All detailed calculations, assumptions, design 

and economical evaluations are presented in this work. 
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1. PROJECT DESIGN OBJECTIVES 
 

Why is there a need for a novel technology/process for methane conversion? Why do currently 

existing processes need to be redesigned/improved? Every design problem starts with the 

formulation of answers to these questions. In this case, we are looking for a novel, alternative 

methane utilization routes that do not involve the use of syngas. With the depletion of petroleum 

reserves, methane will become the most important hydrocarbon feedstock for the synthesis of fuels 

and chemicals. Currently, conversion of methane occurs only via a two-step concept, using an 

energy intense and expensive synthesis gas production unit. A new, alternative and direct route 

from methane is necessary to reduce the CO2 and CH4 emission, to reduce the cost of methane 

conversion and lead to better more efficient use of natural gas sources.  

To achieve the main goal and the goals which are inextricably connected with it, it is first necessary 

to: (1) define and investigate current methane conversion technologies; (2) define the main issues 

in direct methane conversion; (3) come up with a new idea for a new technology for methane 

utilization; (4) develop and evaluate the technical and economic viability of the proposed 

technology.  

Therefore, this design problem comprises more than designing a new technology. At the end of this 

design problem we are going to estimate the economical possibilities of the process and compare it 

with already-existing technologies. Next to the problem definition, the stakeholders needs to be 

identified with their requirements and needs.  

1.1.  CONTEXT OF THE PROJECT 

This PDEng project is based on generating novel processing options for syngas-free conversion of 

methane. It is a well-known fact that methane is the main component of natural gas and methane 

clathrates. Over the past decades, petroleum reserves have significantly decreased. Therefore as 

the carbon dioxide footprint of methane is relatively low (in comparison to other fossil fuels) and its 

reserves are significant, methane will become the most important hydrocarbon feedstock for the 

synthesis of fuels and chemicals. The recoverable reserves and supplies of natural gas have 

significantly increased due to the development of hydraulic fracturing technology and the possible 

exploitation of shale gas. Consequently, this leads to more interest in chemical processes based on 

methane activation [1].  

Presently, in industry, there are three routes (partial oxidation, steam and dry reforming of 

methane) to convert methane into chemicals and fuels. In these routes, methane is first converted 

into syngas (a mixture of CO, H2 and CO2). Subsequently, the syngas is used to produce a wide 

spectrum of hydrocarbons or alcohols in the presence of catalysts. The process of syngas generation 

is energy- and cost-intensive. It is therefore likely to be effective to lower the reaction temperature 

for the transformation of methane into chemicals. Interestingly, the direct conversion of methane 

to derivatives, as e.g. methanol, is thermodynamically feasible, but kinetically difficult [2]. 
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Therefore, the SBE (Science Based Engineering) Institute at the University of Twente is looking for 

solutions for the direct conversion of methane to produce the desired products in high yields, in 

order to make the direct conversion process economically competitive, in comparison with the 

indirect (syngas) route. The ultimate goal of these studies is the development of future strategies to 

exploit methane resources in a more efficient and sustainable manner. The direct methane 

conversion to chemicals may occur in different ways (via complete and partial C – H bond removal). 

Therefore, during the search for proper and energy efficient ways to convert methane, multiple 

parameters and conditions have been considered. After the literature review in Chapter 2, and 

taking into account the stakeholders interests (next section), a selection is made and worked out in 

Chapters 3, 4 and 5.  

1.2.  STAKEHOLDERS & THEIR NEEDS  

Requirements and needs are the first things to define when the design of a process starts. 

Understanding the needs of the customer help us to define the real problem in the base stage of 

designing. However, to know who our customers are, the stakeholders need to be defined. Different 

stakeholders have different point of view and different needs. The stakeholders are the group who 

can affect the decisions and goals of the project.  

For the present project, the main stakeholder/sponsor is the SBE (Science Based Engineering) 

Institute at the University of Twente. The main interest of the SBE is to identify, define and improve 

the most promising alternative methane utilization route, which can be applied in large scale 

industry. The main need of the companies (potential ‘users’) is to increase their revenue and market 

position. The application of a novel (syngas-free) methane conversion route within industry may 

decrease the product production costs. As the direct production of a chemicals is likely to be more 

efficient and economical, the prices of the chemicals produced (from the syngas) will also be 

reduced, which will in the end serve the regular clients of that industry (other companies, 

laboratories, Universities, hospitals etc.). For these regular clients a good quality of the product at a 

low price is the first requirement. Since the process is a chemical process and thus chemical 

equipment is going to be used, the operators of the process will also be involved as stakeholders. 

From their point of view, the process should be easy and safe to operate, in maintenance and 

control. Also, sustainable process technologies are highly appreciated by government, since the 

reduction of the CO2 production is one of the most important goals for European Union 

countries [3]. 

The needs of stakeholders are translated into requirements. There maybe be more than one 

requirements defined for every need. Requirements are generated from needs through a process 

of requirements analysis. Needs and requirements exist at many levels which are shown in 

Appendix A. There are five different levels enterprise, business management, business operations, 

system and subsystem [4].  

 Enterprise: is the highest level and sets the enterprise strategies and long term goals. Mostly 

this category includes government, chemical industry and the community.  
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 Business management: sets the business needs according to the long term goals of 

enterprise. This level is taken by the companies.  

 Business operations: here the business needs are translated into stakeholders requirements 

and needs. This level involves the companies using the technology, the consumers buying 

the product. Furthermore, the business analyst, sales and marketing team and the operators 

are also included.  

 System: this level includes the process plant for direct methane to methanol conversion.  

 Subsystem: includes different parts of the system, such as distillation section, hydrogen 

separation units, etc.  

The needs of stakeholders were defined, translated into requirements and listed below. Because 

there is no company involved in this project, the SBE and government are the main stakeholders.  

1. Enterprise strategies: 

Need:   Reduction of CO2 and CH4 emissions into the atmosphere.  

Requirement: Improve/design a system that can convert produced/exploited methane into  

valuable chemicals avoiding CO2 production.  

Need:   Delay the fossil fuel depletion. 

Requirement: Implement technologies that use natural gas resources in a more efficient way.  

2. Business needs: 

Need:   Saving money and energy by production of valuable chemicals from methanol.  

Requirement: Implement a technology that is able to convert methane to methanol directly,  

avoiding expensive and highly energy consuming synthesis gas production.  

Need:   Return of investment. 

Requirement: The implemented technology must be sufficient profitable.  

 

3. Stakeholders needs: 

Need:   Improved working system. 

Requirement: The technology should be able to produce methanol continuously, with visible  

improvement compared to already-existing system. 

Need:   Industrially applicable. 

Requirement: The process should be comparable with already existing processes and make a  

profit. The investment should be returned after certain time and the total cost of 

production, maintenance, materials, energy and operating should not be higher 

than the cost of current methanol production systems.  

Need:   Easy to scale up and operate. 

Requirement: The system should be relatively easy to scale up and automated as much as possible  
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  thus minimum personnel is required to operate.  

Need:   Safety. 

Requirement: The technology should be friendly for operators and close environment. 

 

Need:   Education and gained knowledge. 

Requirement: Designed technology should be precise and easy to reproduce for others 

researchers. After the research and design of the direct methane to methanol production the 

knowledge and experience in this area should be higher than at the beginning of the project.  

 

4. System needs  

Need:   Continuous production.  

Requirement: The technology should have easy-to-replace elements, exchangeable without  

  stopping the production.  

 

Need:   Efficiency. 

Requirement: The system should be able to recover more than 99 % of methanol and hydrogen  

with relatively high purity (>99.5 %). High recovery and high purity of the system 

have a significant influence on the market price.  

Need:   Safety. 

Requirements: The working environment has to be safe. The work should be done within all the  

safety regulations, without any risk of health or life of the people.  

 

Need:   Simplicity.  

Requirement: The new technology should be easy to operate and easy to control.  

 

5. Subsystem requirements: 

 

Need:   Consistency. 

Requirement: All system units should work according to work specifications. All equipment should  

  be built from material resistant for corrosive aqueous and –OH environments and  

  higher pressure.  

 

After identifying the design problem, main stakeholders, their needs and requirements, the next 

step is finding the solution which could treat the design problem. The design started with a literature 

data collection and analysis for the already-existing industrial scale and pilot plant technologies. The 

ideas and technologies were discussed and validated with available tools. After the evaluation of 

different solutions, the most promising process was chosen. The selected process concept was used 

as basis for a system according to requirements of stakeholders. 
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2. DIRECT CH4 CONVERSION – LITERATURE 

REVIEW  

 

Methane is an abundant and relatively cheap gas, and can serve as building block of several bulk 

organic compounds. Besides, natural gas, which consists of 70-90 % of methane, is a promising 

resource for energy and chemical compounds production. Many experts in the chemical field 

consider methane as a transitional fuel for the 21st century. However, methane is also classified as 

a greenhouse gas, harmful for the environment. The methane impact on the atmosphere is around 

25 times greater than the effect of CO2. Therefore, the oil industry converts methane in off-gases to 

carbon dioxide to reduce the greenhouse gas footprint in terms of CO2 equivalents. Data from 2012 

showed that around 140 billion m3 of methane was flared, corresponding to a market value of 

$20 billion [5]. Production of methanol via synthesis gas accounts around 60 % of the capital cost of 

methanol production. Non-direct conversion of methane via syngas is energy-intensive, relative 

expensive and also harmful for the environment [6]. 

In this chapter, existing technologies for methane conversion deployed at large scale are 

summarized. Furthermore, we discuss the possibilities and options for direct methane conversion 

to other valuable products still under development (R&D phase), to get a better understanding of 

the problem.  

2.1.  COMPLETE C-H BOND REMOVAL 

Large resources of natural gas have made methane a powerful raw material for the industrial and 

domestic use. Methane can be processed to chemical and fuels via synthesis gas or, directly, into 

methanol or C2 hydrocarbons. The conversion of CH4 can be classified by complete and partial C-H 

bond removal. Nevertheless, the problems associated with the direct conversion of methane render 

a large research effort on this topic during the last years [7]. The most important industrial 

application to reprocess methane at large scale is reforming of methane [2]. The choice of 

technology for synthesis gas production strongly depends on the downstream application. The 

conversion of methane occurs via three main processes: steam reforming, dry reforming and partial 

oxidation [7]. Figure 1 shows the different routes available for methane activation.  
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Figure 1 Different routes for methane conversion.  

2.1.1. STEAM REFORMING OF METHANE  

The dominant and well-known industrial process of methane conversion is steam reforming. Around 

95% of the hydrogen in the United States for petroleum refining and the production of industrial 

commodities such as ammonia is generated by methane steam reforming (SRM) [8]. The first 

research about catalytic reaction between steam and methane was published 1924. It was shown 

that metals like nickel, cobalt, iron and the platinum groups metals could catalyze steam reforming 

reactions to thermodynamic equilibrium [9]. Methane reforming reaction is highly endothermic, 

thus require extensive heat transfer equipment and hardly occurs at temperatures below 450 °C. 

Steam and hydrocarbon enter the reactor as a feedstock, and then H2, CO and CO2 are produced at 

the end of the process. Three main reactions occurring during steam reforming:  

CH4 + H2O↔ CO + 3H2     (∆H298K
0 = 206

kJ

mol
) 

Equation 1 
 

CO + H2O ↔ CO2 + H2      (∆H298K
0 = −41

kJ

mol
) 

Equation 2 
 

CH4 + 2H2O↔ CO2 + 4H2   (∆H298K
0 = 165

kJ

mol
) 

Equation 3 
 

 

To obtain a desirable conversion, where methane reacts completely with water to produce carbon 

monoxide and hydrogen, reaction is usually hold at 850 °C. Because of the high temperature and 

medium pressure (3-25 bar) used during SRM and the significant energy input required, the process 

is carried out in multitubular fixed-bed reactors [8].  

C
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4
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2.1.2. DRY REFORMING, CO2 REFORMING 

The prime study about CO2 reforming process was investigated by Franz Fischer and Hans 

Tropsch [9]. Dry reforming of methane using CO2 is thermodynamically favourable at temperatures 

around 913 K, what makes the process even more endothermic than the steam reforming. On the 

other hand, CO2 reforming converts two greenhouse gases into valuable syngas and may provide an 

effective way to convert a lower grade natural gas resources like biogas or coal bed gas [2]. The main 

reaction happening is the following (Equation 4): 

CH4 + CO2↔ 2CO + 2H2     (∆H298K
0 = 247

kJ

mol
) 

Equation 4 
 

 
 

2.1.3. PARTIAL OXIDATION  

Steam reforming, partial oxidation as well as other reforming technologies have been investigated 

for over decades to improve the efficiency and reduce the capital investment [10]. With the recent, 

increased interest in alternative synthesis gas generation technologies, catalytic partial oxidation 

have especially received significant attention. During the reaction of CH4 with O2 at high 

temperature, CO, CO2, H2O and H2 are produced. The composition of the product gas commonly 

depends on temperature, pressure, input gas composition and kinetic factors [9]. The most 

important partial oxidation reactions are (Equation 5-Equation 11):  

CH4 +
1

2
O2↔ CO + 2H2     (∆H298K

0 = −35
kJ

mol
) Equation 5 

CH4 + 2O2↔ CO2 + 2H2O   Equation 6 

CH4 + O2↔ CO2 + 2H2 Equation 7 

CH4 + 1
1

2
O2↔ CO + 2H2O   Equation 8 

CH4 + H2O↔ CO + 3H2   Equation 9 

CH4 + CO2↔ 2CO + H2 Equation 10 

CO + H2O↔ CO2 + H2  Equation 11 

 

The homogeneous (and uncatalyzed) partial oxidation reaction requires harsh conditions: a 

methane conversion greater than 80 % with more than 90 % selectivity to CO occurs at temperatures 

above 1173 K and a total pressure of 10 bar [11].  

However, in the presence of a catalyst (e.g. Ni, Co), high yields and selectivity to syngas can be 

obtained under relatively low temperatures, ~723-773 K. It was also observed that the methane 

conversion, at the same conditions and over the same catalyst, was lower when steam reforming 

and dry reforming were applied [12].  

The summary of advantages and disadvantages of the SMR, CO2 reforming and partial oxidation is 

shown in Appendix B in Table 11. 
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2.1.4. THERMOCATALYTIC DECOMPOSITION OF CH4 

With the quest for renewable energy and cleaner fuels, it is often suggested that we are moving 

now from a fossil energy age into a hydrogen energy system, partly due to the fact that burning 

hydrogen is pollutant free [13], and partly since hydrogen can be produced from water by 

electrolysis using renewable electricity. Nowadays, hydrogen is mostly produced via steam 

reforming of methane. Methane has a high H/C ratio and is ideal for hydrogen production.  

However, during the steam reforming, CO and CO2 are the main products together with hydrogen, 

thus the separation of the hydrogen requires additional costs. In this context, new alternative paths 

to use the direct decomposition of methane and convert it into hydrogen appear [14]. In particular, 

thermocatalytic decomposition (TCD) of methane, by transforming methane with high selectivity to 

pure hydrogen and solid carbon, is an interesting option. During this process, hydrogen gas and a 

solid carbon are produced (Equation 12). The absence of carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide 

implies that a simple phase separation process is sufficient to yield high quality hydrogen. Moreover, 

various types of carbons, like an amorphous carbon, carbon nanofibers (CNF), carbon nanotubes 

(CNT), and layered carbon materials, can potentially be produced depending on the operating 

conditions [2].  

CH4 → C + 2H2, ∆H(298K) = 75.6
kJ

mol
 Equation 12 

Methane thermocatalytic decomposition is an endothermic reaction. To obtain a reasonable 

conversion, when no catalyst is present, the reaction requires high temperatures (>1500 K). 

However, the application of a metal based catalyst (e.g. Ni, Co, Fe) can significantly reduce the 

reaction temperature (873 K) [15]. As mentioned above, one of the main products in the TCD 

process is a solid carbon. Large amount of this product may deactivate the catalyst. Therefore, to 

delay the complete deactivation, high metal loadings for the supported catalyst are required, usually 

more than 10 %, which is high compared with normal supported catalysts. Several research studies 

showed that this thermocatalytic decomposition can also be catalysed by the carbon materials 

themselves [16]. The TCD process was investigated in different types of reactors. Among those, the 

fluidized bed reactors showed the most promising results for potential commercial scale 

applications. Within the variety of used catalysts, most of the investigations focused on a Ni-based 

catalyst due to the higher catalytic activity. The TCD reactions of methane have been extensively 

studied, but not much  attention has been paid to process development, mass-transfer models, 

optimization, economics and catalyst regeneration issues of the process [16].  

SMR and TCD comparison 

The comparison between steam methane reforming and thermocatalytic decomposition of 

methane for the decarbonisation of natural gas showed that the TCD of methane has some 

advantages over the more developed steam methane reforming process. The main advantage is an 

easier separation of the solids produced from the hydrogen product, in comparison to the 

separation of the CO2 produced during the SMR process [17]. The energy input required per mole of 

hydrogen during the TCD process is considerably lower than that of SMR (37.8 and 63.3 kJ/mole H2, 
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respectively). The theoretical hydrogen yield for SMR process is twice the one for TCD (4:1 and 2:1 

mole H2 per mole CH4, respectively). Nevertheless, the high reaction endothermicity and required 

CO2 separation (and sequestration) process consume a huge amount of energy, which significantly 

reduces the net yield of hydrogen produced by the SMR process [18].  

2.2.  PARTIAL C–H BOND DECOMPOSITION  

Achieving direct conversion of CH4 efficiently is a challenge, because CH4 exhibits high strength C-H 

bonds (434 kJ/mol). The main problem lies on cleaving the first C-H bond, while suppressing further 

catalytic dehydrogenation, avoiding both CO2 generation and coke deposition [12].  

2.2.1. ETHANE & ETHYLENE PRODUCTION  

Ethylene is one of the most desirable building blocks in chemical industry. The dehydrogenation of 

ethane and pyrolysis of naphtha are the most common processes to obtain ethylene. The direct 

conversion of methane to ethylene would provide an alternative to these traditional processes 

based on petroleum and syngas [19]. Oxidative coupling of methane (OCM) is a complex process 

comprising catalysed and non-catalysed reactions, occurring in gas-phase. From various types of 

reactors for oxidative coupling of methane, a fluidized bed reactor seems to be the most adequate 

for industrial scale operation. Nevertheless, new reactor designs are being promoted aiming to 

improve C2+ selectivity and yield. Unfortunately, the presence of O2 irreversibly leads to 

overoxidation, resulting in a large amount of the thermodynamically stable end products such as 

CO2 and H2O. Thus, the carbon utilization efficiency of OCM remains relatively low [12].  

The main reactions are shown below:  

2CH4 + 0.5O2 → CH3CH3 + H2O     (∆H298K
0 = −42,4

kJ

mol
) Equation 13 

2CH4 + O2 → CH2CH2 + 2H2O     (∆H298K
0 = −67,4

kJ

mol
) Equation 14 

 

Another way to convert methane to ethane and ethylene is by non-oxidative coupling of methane 

(NOCM). The process is thermodynamically unfavourable, but the high selectivity and low reaction 

temperatures make this reaction attractive for future research [2]. 

The CH4 reforming into synthesis gas or decomposition into carbon and hydrogen are much easier 

than NOCM due to the complete removal of all four C-H bonds. During non-oxidative or oxidative 

coupling of methane, only one or two of CH4 bonds need to be converted. This step is hard to 

control. Therefore, only the conversion of CH4 via syngas into higher hydrocarbons or chemicals are 

currently commercialized [13].  

The NOCM process occurs in two steps: i) methane chemisorption on the catalyst surface and  

stepwise C-C bonds formation ii) introduction of hydrogen to created C-C bond. The direct non-

oxidative coupling of methane (NOCM) into ethane and hydrogen shows a large positive Gibbs free 

energy, resulting in limited equilibrium conversions. Methane can be converted with conversions 

50 % and selectivities to ethane >98 % [20]. The NOCM is a relatively promising process, but there 
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are two main problems that make this process industrially difficult to execute: the activity is 

extremely low (related to thermodynamic limitations), and the two-step reaction (temperature 

swing) makes this process complicated for operation at industrial scale [2].  

X. Guo et al. investigated direct, nonoxidative conversion of methane to ethylene, aromatics and 

hydrogen. This research showed that it is possible to achieve efficient direct conversion of methane 

in the absence of oxidants, avoiding CO2 generation and coke decomposition. A single pass reached 

a conversion of methane of 48.1 %, and the total selectivity to ethylene and aromatics exceeded 99 

% with the selectivity of ethylene ~ 52.7 % at 1293 K. No deactivation of the catalyst was detected 

even after 60 hours of reaction time. To compare the heat input necessary during thermal pyrolysis 

with dominating of acetylene in product, the required heat input during NOCM is a half of that [12]. 

A brief overview on direct conversion of CH4 under non-oxidative conditions is listed in the Table 12 

in Appendix B. The reactions involved are the following: 

2CH4 → CH3CH3 + H2    (∆H298K
0 = 64,4

kJ

mol
) Equation 15 

2CH4 → CH2CH2 + 2H2     (∆H298K
0 = 201,5

kJ

mol
) Equation 16 

 

2.2.2. METHANE DEHYDROAROMATIZATION (MDA)  

During methane dehydroaromatization, in the absence of oxygen, methane can be converted into 

benzene with release of H2. All the carbon and hydrogen atoms in the CH4 molecule are converted 

into valuable chemicals, which results in 100 % hydrogen and carbon atoms usage [2]. High-quality 

hydrogen is produced during MDA process and this may be used in fuel cells. However, the methane 

conversion into aromatics products in the absence of O2 is not thermodynamically favourable at low 

temperatures (<723 K). The equilibrium conversion of methane at 973 K is around 12 %, with 

approximately equimolar amount of benzene and naphthalene formation, being the most desired 

products [8], [13].  

The non-oxidative coupling of methane to C2 species results in a higher equilibrium conversion at 

the same temperature [32]. The transformation of CH4 under non-oxidative conditions is more 

thermodynamically favourable to aromatics than to olefins. Several bifunctional catalysts were 

studied to promote this reaction. The most common catalyst of study is Mo/H-ZSM-5. The results of 

J. Wang et al. showed that during benzene formation, the methane never reached the equilibrium 

limit of 12 % [21]. The fundamental issues being discussed in literature concluded that Mo/H-ZSM 5 

is responsible for the conversion of methane to C2H4, and then this C2H4 is converted in a consecutive 

step to aromatic products over the acidic sites within the channels of the zeolite [8].  

2.2.3. HALOGENATION OF METHANE  

The halogenation of methane is an important process to convert methane into more useful 

chemicals. The reaction can occurs with all the halogens and produces halogenated methane and 

inorganic acids. Research is mostly focused on reactions between methane and bromine or methane 

and chlorine, mainly due to the extremely exothermic and difficult to control process between 
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fluorine and methane, and the low conversion (around 10 % at 923 K) between iodine and methane 

[2]. Methane relatively easy reacts with chlorine, which results in polychlorinated products. 

Reaction is difficult to stop from further chlorination [22]. Table 13 in Appendix B shows a few short 

overview of methane halogenation. The reactions involved are the following: 

CH4 + F2 → CH3F + HF ∆H(298 K) = −453 kJ mol−1 
Equation 17  

CH4 + CL2 → CH3Cl + HCl ∆H(298 K) = −99.6 kJ mol−1 Equation 18 

CH4 + Br2 → CH3Br + HBr ∆H(298 K) = −29.0 kJ mol−1 
Equation 19 

CH4 + I2 → CH3I + HI ∆H(298 K) = 52.9 kJ mol−1 
Equation 20 

 

After the methane halogenation step, methanol is easily obtained by hydrolysis. Furthermore, 

halogenated methane can react with CO to form acetyl halogen, which is the precursor to acetic 

acid [21]. CH3Cl and CH3Br can be directly transformed into higher hydrocarbons using zeolitic 

materials. The halogenation of methane seems to be a potential process to transform methane into 

useful chemicals under quite mild conditions with high yields. However, the severe corrosiveness 

and toxicity of the reactants and products make this process un-attractive to apply in industry [2].  

2.2.4. PARTIAL OXIDATION OF METHANE TO METHANOL  

The annual global consumption of methanol has been estimated at nearly 26 million ton of 

Methanol. With this, methanol has gained a special rank among the consumable chemicals [23]. 

Methanol is an important intermediate source of energy. It might be an important fuel for heating, 

automobiles and as a replacement for methyl tert-butyl ether (MTBE), which is used as an additive 

in petrol [24]. Around one-third of the methanol is converted to formaldehyde. It is also utilized for 

production of acetic acid and additives to high octane gasoline. Therefore, it is easy to predict that 

in the foreseeable future, economical and sustainable production of this chemical will continuously 

increase [25]. 

In the last century, various methods for the direct methane synthesis have been investigated with 

different catalysts and under different conditions. Much research has been done on the production 

of methanol in a single stage. Currently, methanol is being produced by a conventional, expensive 

and energy intensive, two-step process. The two-step process produces liquid methanol by steam 

reforming of methane to synthesis gas, followed by the high pressure catalytic conversion of the 

synthesis gas to methanol.  

The partial oxidation route offers an alternative solution to the two-step process, by proposing 

direct conversion of methane to methanol in a single step reaction. However, the relatively low 

methanol yield (around 5%), sides reactions and poor selectivity still pose a major challenge to make 

this process viable [26]. Figure 2 shows the correlation between methanol selectivity and methanol 

conversion for a number of heterogeneous catalysts. 
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Figure 2 Selectivity for the formation of methanol with different catalysts as a function of methane converted [5]. 

Table 1 shows the Gibb’s free energy of methane oxidations at different temperatures. It is clear, 

that steam reforming of methane (3) is only feasible above 1000 K. The partial oxidation of methane 

with oxygen (1) can be processed at lower temperatures. The direct oxidation of methane to 

methanol is thermodynamically favored at lower temperatures. Theoretically, the conversion of 

methane calculated with a Gibbs free energy at 298 K is about 33 %. Nevertheless, so far, the highest 

obtained conversion is only 5 % [26].  

A number of research and economic evaluations showed that the methanol production via a single 

step reaction would be competitive with existing methanol productions methods, when the single 

pass methane conversion could achieve at least 5.5 % with a methanol selectivity of 80 %. The 

difficulty in the selective oxidation of methane is that methanol and formaldehyde are much more 

reactive than methane [27]. 

Table 1 The Gibb’s free energy of methane oxidations at different temperatures.  

 Reaction ∆𝐆𝐫𝟎 (𝐤𝐉/𝐦𝐨𝐥) 

  298 K 650 K 700 K 750 K 800 K 1000 K 

1. CH4 + 1/2O2 → CH3OH -111 -93 -91 -88 -86 -76 

2. CH4 + 1/2O2 → CO + 2H2 -86 -152 -162 -172 -182 -222 

3. CH4 + H2O → CO + 3H2 142 60 48 36 23 -27 

 

In May 2017 in the Science journal, an article about selective anaerobic oxidation of methane to 

methanol was published by J. Brokhoeven et al. [28]. In the system described in the article, the 

selective anaerobic oxidation of methane to methanol is based on the oxidation with water. Water 

is used as a cheap and abundant source of oxygen to partially oxidize methane and regenerate the 
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active sites of the catalyst, and also facilitates the product desorption, as well as the stabilization of 

the reaction intermediates [29]. Figure 3 shows the scheme of the direct methane to methanol 

conversion proposed in that study [28].  

 

Figure 3 Direct methane to methane conversion via selective anaerobic oxidation – scheme [28].  

The reaction proceeds through four steps: 

Activation: 𝐶𝑢𝐼(𝐻2𝑂) + 
1
2⁄ 𝑂2 → 𝐶𝑢

𝐼𝐼𝑂 + 𝐻2𝑂  Equation 21 

Reaction: 𝐶𝑢𝐼𝐼𝑂 + 𝐶𝐻4 → 𝐶𝑢𝐼(𝐶𝐻3𝑂
−) + 𝐻𝑧𝑒𝑜𝑙.

+  Equation 22 

Desorption: 𝐶𝑢𝐼(𝐶𝐻3𝑂
−) + 𝐻𝑧𝑒𝑜𝑙.

+ + 2𝐻2𝑂 → 𝐶𝑢𝐼(𝐻2𝑂2) + 𝐶𝐻3𝑂𝐻 +𝐻2 Equation 23 

Drying 𝐶𝑢𝐼(𝐻2𝑂2) →  𝐶𝑢
𝐼𝐼𝑂 +𝐻2𝑂 Equation 24 

  

 

The reactions occur at mild conditions from 200 °C to 400 °C and at the pressure from 1 to 40 bar. 

The selectivity of methane to methanol (and H2) reached 98 % on C-basis, with CO2 as by-product. 

However, the conversion of methane was still in a range from 3 to 5 %.  

The first step involved is an activation of methane with oxygen. The oxygen oxidizes copper active 

sites on the catalyst surface. The reactions occurs at higher temperature 400 °C and at 1 bar. After 

oxidation, methane is introduced to the system and reactions occurs via activation and rebounding 

of the CH3 – H bonds. In this step, a methanol complex is created on the catalyst surface at 200 C 

and 1 to 40 bar. The third step, which is addition of water, leads to CH3OH removal from the catalyst 

surface and regeneration of the catalyst. The last step is necessary to remove the water from the 

catalyst surface. The desorption process occurs at 200C and at atmospheric pressure. The only 

products of the two-electron reaction of methane with water molecules are hydrogen and 

methanol.  

Overall reaction CH4 + H2O  CH3OH + H2 Equation 25 

          

Hydrogen is valuable product itself which makes the process even more interesting. Due to the 

presence of water, acting as an oxidant, no molecular oxygen is needed, which leads to lower 

reaction temperatures [29]. 

It was shown that the system of reactions can be carried out at isothermal conditions. However, at 

a lower activation temperature the methanol yield decreases. In order to compensate for this loss 
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of catalyst activity, a higher methane pressure can be applied. It was showed that at a higher 

pressure of methane, the methanol yield significantly increases [28],[30]. 

The conversion of methane to methanol via selective anaerobic oxidation of methane is possible 

because of the intermediate product formation. As it is-well known, methane is a way more stable 

compound than methanol. Therefore, it is not possible to convert methane directly to methanol due 

to further conversion of methanol to undesired products. However, in case of the above mentioned 

process, the intermediate product (Cu-methanol complex) becomes more stable than methanol. 

Besides, there is no direct contact of methane with the oxidant [28],[31],[32].  

The methanol complex is tightly coordinated to catalyst cations and this minimizes overoxidation of 

methanol. In a subsequent step, the intermediate products needs to be removed from the catalyst 

surface. This step is done by adding water to the system. Water plays a dominant role in the 

stabilization of the process. Addition of water lowers the required Gibbs free energy and leads to 

the formation of methanol and hydrogen as the main products [32].  

 

2.2.5. SUPERCRITICAL WATER OXIDATION OF METHANE  

Supercritical fluids (SCF) have been studied intensively in the past decade[33]. The typical properties 

for supercritical fluids includes; enabling to dissolve organics, the low solvating power for inorganics 

and a low dielectric constant have been attracting attention of many researchers. Oxygen, methane, 

and methanol are miscible with supercritical water (SCW). Therefore, the oxidation reaction can 

proceed in a single phase without any diffusion limitation. 

The first experiments for SCW oxidation of methane under oxygen-rich conditions showed that the 

only carbon-contained products were CO and CO2  [34]. However, further research of Dixon and 

Abraham showed that production of methanol in supercritical water conditions is possible, in the 

presence of a catalyst. The presence of water, in high concentrations, decreases the methane 

conversion but raises the yield to methanol. However, the major products of the reactions were still 

carbon dioxide and water. Methanol was formed only as an intermediate product and was clearly 

dependent on the oxygen concentration [35]. A further detailed investigation showed that the 

methanol selectivity increased with temperature and with CH4 to O2 ratio, however decreased with 

the raising oxygen conversion. During the process major products were methanol, CO and CO2, 

when the methanol selectivity reached 75 % [36]. The kinetics investigations showed that the 

oxidation of methanol is much more rapid than rate of formation of methanol from methane 

oxidation [34],[37]. It was shown that the presence of the supercritical water might increase the 

yield of methanol by approximately one order of magnitude compared to the gas phase reactions. 

Due to the relatively high CH4 conversion (10 %) and high MeOH yield (40 %) this technique can be 

considered very promising in comparison with currently available technologies [35].  
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2.3.  SUMMARY, DECISION & MOTIVATION 

During few months of literature review, several processes were investigated. Some calculations and 

simple simulations have been done to estimate which processes are worth to consider in more detail 

or not. Furthermore, the different reactors and set-up configurations were investigated to get an 

impression of the feasibility of the option under consideration for the targeted process design. 

Results from the literature review for reactors area included in Appendix D.  

From the literature review it is clear that already many years of research on routes for direct 

conversion of methane have been done. This topic seems to be relatively difficult, due to the high 

stability of methane and the lower stability of desired products, such as methanol, olefins and 

aromatics, in comparison to the fully oxidized products CO2 and H2O.  

A number of strategies that are being explored more heavily includes: (1) the oxidative coupling of 

methane to ethylene; (2): direct conversion to aromatics; (3) thermocatalytic decomposition; (4) 

direct conversion to methanol. Each alternative has its own limitations. Theoretically, these direct 

conversion methods should have an economic advantage over the indirect (syngas route) method: 

but to date, none of these processes has been brought into large scale, commercial operation [5]. 

Among the different options, the total methane bond removal, as in the thermocatalytic 

decomposition of methane, is somewhat more easy to control. TCD shows complete decomposition 

of methane to hydrogen and carbon products. This step eliminates the direct CO2 emissions and the 

carbon produced in this reaction is considered to be a useful by-product. However, the biggest issue 

in this TCD process is the catalyst activity. Because of the carbon deposition, the loss of the catalyst 

surface deactivates rapidly the catalyst.  

Methane can be converted to ethane and ethylene via an oxidative coupling process. The reaction 

itself is interesting from the fundamental point of view. The intermediate product is formed on the 

catalyst surface, and further coupled to form ethane. Unfortunately, both methane and ethylene 

may be converted to CO2 and the final product yield is limited to around 25 %. Partial decomposition 

of methane bonds seems to be a more difficult process to control. During non-oxidative or oxidative 

coupling of methane, only one or two of CH4 bonds need to be converted.  

A non-oxidative coupling of methane into aromatics has been shown as an option for direct 

methane conversion. However, the equilibrium limitation and quick catalyst decomposition are the 

main issues of the process.  

Supercritical fluids have been investigated for many processes including conversion of methane to 

methanol. The reaction can be proceeded in a single step without diffusion limitations, however the 

selectivity to methanol is relatively low and the operating conditions relatively harsh. Due to the 

above-mentioned relative low stability of the methanol intermediate, the main products are CO2 

and CO.  

Direct methane to methanol via selective anaerobic oxidation is one of the most recent ways 

proposed to produce methanol. As we started to investigated this process in more detail, it turned 
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out to be an relatively interesting idea for direct methane conversion; however, with many 

unknowns and many possibilities to improve. Moreover, there was no process design available and 

no economical assessment of the process. Therefore, we decided to investigate this direct 

conversion of methane to methanol under moderate conditions aiming at high yields of the desired 

products, which is considered by many as the holy grail of the chemical engineering research [38]. 

A more detailed literature review on this process is presented in the next chapter. 
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3. SELECTIVE ANAEROBIC OXIDATION OF METHANE 

TO METHANOL 
 

3.1.  LITERATURE REVIEW 

This chapter aims at giving a summary and overview of the selective anaerobic oxidation of methane 

to methanol, and provides the background information available in literature. A significant amount 

of information already exist in literature, but little has been reported on the engineering of such a 

process [38].  

The last few years, several studies aiming at understanding the mechanism and nature of active sites 

in copper exchanged zeolites for the selective oxidation on CH4 to methanol have been reported 

[28],[39],[40],[41]. M.A Lourdu Antony Raj et al. investigated the effect of reaction temperature, 

pressure and ratio of the catalyst weight to the molar flow of methane on the selectivity to 

methanol. The results showed that the conversion of methane increased with pressure. However, a 

temperature rise decreased the methanol yield. This might be due to decomposition of methanol at 

higher temperatures. Again, methanol is a less stable compound than methane [42].  

In this PDEng project we focus on the stepwise method for converting methane into methanol with 

a high selectivity (~ 97 %) over a copper containing zeolite, based on partial oxidation with water. 

Several recent publications ([29],[30],[31],[41],[43],etc.) include brief, but not yet complete-,  

information and data necessary to design the plant. These data reflect the attainable conditions. 

This work is the first study aiming to design a large scale plant based on this reaction system, 

estimating the necessary conditions and equipment required and completed with an economic 

evaluation.  

3.1.1. THE PROCESS ESSENTIALS 

As it was shown in Equation 21, the first reaction cycle starts with the oxidation of the copper 

exchanged zeolite (mordenite-CuMOR) at high temperature (673 K) in a flow of oxidant, followed 

by cooling down the reactor to 473 K and the reaction with methane flow at 7 bars for 0.5 h. After 

methane activation, water vapor in a flow of inert gas is introduced into the reactor to desorb the 

products from the catalyst surface. After the desorption step, a second reaction cycle starts by the 

treatment of the catalyst in a flow of oxygen or helium at 673 K. The selectivity of the process is 

highly dependent on the properties of the oxidant. It was found that a softer oxidant (water) is 

necessary to avoid the formation of strong redox sites and prevent overoxidation of CH4 [28].  

Observations showed that the selectivity and the methanol yield increased after first cycle and 

remained constant over the next cycles. This suggests that water is able to form more active sites. 

Results from mass spectrometry analysis showed that the H2 spectrum appeared before the MeOH 

spectrum, which confirms splitting of the water with the oxygen used for the oxidation of copper 

sites. The oxygen atoms from the water were trapped on the catalyst surface and reacted with CH4  

in the next cycle [29]. After the activation step, catalyst was purged with pure N2 but no methanol 
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appeared. This shows that methanol was indeed generated in the next step-interaction with 

methane [44]. 

Interaction of active sites with methane led to the reduction of CuII
 species to Cui, and the formation 

of oxidation products on the catalyst surface. Reduced CuI species are not active anymore. In this 

step, the oxygen atoms trapped on the catalyst surface, react with CH4 and form methanol [29].  

The role of water is dominant in the stabilization of the formed mono-μ-oxo copper species. 

Addition of water allows the system to relax via relatively low energy transition and leads to 

regeneration of the Cu-O-Cu fragment [32]. Experiments showed that near 70 – 80 % of the active 

species are converted during the interaction with methane [29],[45]. Due to the different types of 

copper active sites on the catalyst surface, not all of them can be reactivated with water [41]. Results 

showed that after 2 h of interaction with water, around 40 % of CuI were still not completely 

reoxidized to CuII. Therefore, it suggests that not all the species on the copper catalyst are active 

and this explains nonstoichiometric oxidation of methane with CuMOR and lower yields to methanol 

compared with the theoretical value (0.202 mole CH3OH per mole copper vs 0.5 mole CH3OH per 

mole Cu) [29].  

3.1.2. CATALYST  

Since 1905 the direct methanol production has been investigated for a number of different catalysts. 

Over the years, both homogenous and heterogeneous catalysts have been investigated. Liquid 

phase homogeneous catalysts opened up the opportunity of developing methanol-selective 

processes at mild conditions [30]. However, after many years of research, it has turned out to be 

impossible to bring this process into commercial scale plant due to the low yield of product and the 

high corrosiveness of many of the systems (such as sulphuric acid trifluoroacetic acid) [41]. 

Moreover, the separation step is energy demanding.  

More promising results have been obtained with heterogeneous catalytic systems. Heterogeneous 

catalysts are more favourable in downstream industrial application due to an easier recovery of the 

products, compared to homogeneous systems. The methane bond activation at low temperatures 

and heterogeneous conditions gave impressive preliminary results, but not good enough yet to 

bring it to large scale [5]. To avoid excessive formation of CO and CO2, the catalyst for this process 

has to show a high selectivity of methanol at relatively low temperatures [39].  

Copper-exchanged catalysts of various topologies showed sustained activity and high methanol 

selectivity at mild conditions [46]. Last research focused mostly on CuZSM5 and mordenite 

(CuMOR), which can convert methane into methanol with the selectivity around 98 % [41]. 

Investigation of both catalysts shows that activation at higher temperatures results in comparable 

yields. However, the results showed that at isothermal conditions and under higher methane 

pressure, the yield of methanol was relatively lower for CuZSM5. It was found that CuMOR is the 

most active catalyst for isothermal conversion of methane to methanol, though there are other 

interesting catalysts (Cu-SSZ-13 or Cu-SSZ-16) that show relatively high activity at high temperature 

activations [30]. A perfect material for this reaction must meet the most important requirements:   
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1. the catalyst must oxidize methane to surface bound stable methanol complex. 

2. the catalyst must be stable in water surroundings at the given reaction conditions . 

3. the active sites on the catalyst surface must be regenerated with water at a given 

temperature.  

4. the catalyst must have a high proportion of active sites, due to the stoichiometric reaction 

[30].  

The interaction of the CuMOR catalyst with CH4 at 200C was investigated at different reaction 

times, showing that the higher yield of methanol was obtained for a longer contact time [28]. The 

methanol production increased during the first 20 minutes of the reaction and then reached a 

plateau. This shows that the activated catalyst has to react with methane for at least 20 minutes to 

obtain an appreciable yield of methanol and (near) complete utilization of the active sites. The time 

of the reaction is strongly dependent on the Cu loading on the catalyst surface and the methane 

concentration [44]. Furthermore, the effect of cycling operation on CuMOR activity was investigated 

showing at least 30 % of increase in the second cycle and remaining constant afterwards. This results 

confirmed that the treatment of the catalyst with oxidant, methane and water respectively, leads 

to an increase of the available active sites, responsible for methanol production, on the surface of 

the zeolite material [29],[43]. The copper loading in the zeolite has a strong influence on the final 

methanol, and is influenced by the different ways of catalyst preparation. Results showed that 

preparation of catalyst via aqueous ion exchange yielded higher copper loadings compare to the 

solid exchange method, 4.1 and 3.1 wt % respectively [43].  

3.1.3. OXIDANTS 

The oxidation of methane directly to methanol is thermodynamically possible, however, it is 

extremely difficult to kinetically prevent overoxidation of methanol. Methanol is less stable than 

methane, therefore the degradation of methanol to undesired products is easier. To prevent 

overoxidation of the highly reactive MeOH, the reaction is kept at low conversion and under fuel-

rich conditions (for example CH4 to O2 ratio 10:1) [30].  

Because of the possibility of overoxidation of methane with O2, researchers started to look for an 

alternative solution for oxidants. Promising routes were obtained with a few oxidants, like a 

hydrogen peroxide and sulphuric acid (yieldMEOH: 70 % and selectivity 81 %). However, industrial 

process with those oxidants are not interesting due to the high price of hydrogen peroxide and 

palladium catalyst, and the high corrosion of the required chemicals [30].  

An interesting study from 2016 showed possibility and differences between oxidation of Cu-based 

catalyst with oxygen and N2O [41]. To understand the process better, researchers focused on the 

active species produced on the catalyst surface, namely [CuOCu]2+ and [CuOOCu]2+
. The 

investigation showed that formation of the [CuOCu]2+
 is thermodynamically and kinetically 

preferred. Furthermore, researchers stated that only [CuOCu]2+
 species are able to activate methane 

with appreciable kinetics rates. Activation of Cu-MOR with N2O (5 % N2O, 5 min, 523 K) suggested 

the formation of CuOCu species rather than CuOOCu. Activation of the copper catalyst was also 

achieved with O2 as oxidant. The results showed that much longer time was needed to create CuOCu 
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species. Activation with oxygen led to overoxidation of the catalyst in the first step and formation 

of CuOOCu species [41]. Substituting oxygen with others oxidant, such as N2O, results in the 

formation of active sites at lower temperatures, thus it was possible to achieve all three steps at the 

same temperature with a yield 0.63 μmolMeOH/gcatalyst 150 °C [30].  

One of the studies showed that a humidified inert gas, like helium, can be used for the ‘activation’ 

of the catalyst. Copper zeolite (CuMOR) was activated in a flow of helium at 673 K. After cooling to 

473 K, helium was switched to methane and the pressure kept at 7 bars. Desorption and reoxidation 

of methane oxidation products was carried out in a wet flow of helium bubbled through the 

saturator with water. In the last step the material was heated to 673 K in a flow of dry helium to 

remove the formed CO2. The same procedure was repeated for an activation in the oxygen stream. 

The results showed that for the oxygen activated samples the selectivity observed in multiple cycles 

was 85 %. The spectroscopy detected methanol and methoxy species, as well as overoxidation 

products. To prevent the deep oxidation of methane a softer oxidant was needed. Activation with 

helium and oxidation with water result in higher selectivity (97%) and yield 440 μmolMeOH/gcatalyst 

[29].  

3.1.4. ISOTHERMAL CONDITIONS 

The proposed process for direct methane conversion to methanol generally proceeds in three steps: 

(i) high temperature activation of the catalyst; (ii) reaction with methane; and (iii) desorption of the 

products with steam. However, since large temperature swing of the reactors require excessive heat 

transfer duties and makes the process less valuable, the focus is on the possibility of isothermal 

operation of the process.  

The capacity of the water to reoxidize the non-active sites of zeolites showed the possibility of 

partial CH4 oxidation without the need for temperature switching. However, the yield of product 

obtained after activation of the catalyst at lower temperatures (473 K) decreased to around 

0.04 molMeOH/molCu. This was due to the water poisoning effect from the water that is not fully 

desorbed from the catalyst surface at lower temperatures. To compensate for the loss in methanol 

yield at isothermal conditions, a higher methane pressure needs to be applied. An increase of 

methanol pressure from 7 to 25 bar increases the activity of the catalyst, yielding 

0.08 molMeOH/molCu [29].  

Recent investigations focused on the effect of pressure on direct methane to methanol conversion. 

These studies showed that an increase of oxygen (oxidant) pressure had only a weak or even slightly 

negative influence effect on the stability on the product [28],[41]. The methane pressure, however, 

has a strong influence on the methanol yield. Experiments at 36 bar resulted in a yield 

103.3 μmolMeOH/gcatalyst, compared to 14.4 μmolMeOH/gcatalyst at 50 mbar [30]. The change of the 

reaction conditions has significant impact on the catalyst properties. Cu- ZSM5, which was reported 

to have only μ-oxo dicopper sites as active sites, yielded 17.7 μmolMeOH/gcatalyst  under isothermal 

condition at 32 bar of methane. According to the first reports, [41] this material would not yield any 

CH3OH under isothermal conditions, however, the increase of the pressure led to a significant 

amount of methanol [30].  
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3.1.5. THERMODYNAMICS & KINETICS   

As mentioned above, mono (μ-oxo) dicopper sites reacts with methane and form CH3-fragments 

bound to a copper atom on the catalyst active sites. The dissociation of C – H bond of methane 

requires activation barriers of 90-99kJ/mol [29],[41]. Simultaneously with the activation of methane 

on the active sites, the metoxy species are formed and CuII is reduced to CuI. This step is exothermic 

(-54 kJ/mol): 

𝐶𝑢𝐼𝐼𝑂 + 𝐶𝐻4
− 54 𝑘𝐽/𝑚𝑜𝑙
→        𝐶𝑢𝐼(𝐶𝐻3𝑂

−) + 𝐻𝑧𝑒𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑒
+         Equation 26 

For this reaction the change of the free energy (methane pressure of 7 bar) is given by:  

∆𝐺 = −𝑅𝑇𝑙𝑛𝑃𝐶𝐻4 + ∆𝐺
473 𝐾         Equation 27 

This shows that higher pressures of methane will result in an even lower ΔG and make the 

thermodynamics of the process more feasible [32]. A higher temperature during extraction leads to 

decomposition of CH3OH and production of CO2 [40],[41]. The access of water into system lowers 

the energy transition state and helps to desorb methanol from the catalyst [29]. Simultaneously 

with methanol desorption, a reduction process occurs, which leads to the formation of H2 and 

regeneration of the active species of copper. The activation energy of the reduction step is 

calculated to be 102 kJ/mol. This value is comparable with methane-activation barrier which suggest 

the process thermodynamically feasible [29],[32],[41].  

𝐶𝑢𝐼(𝐶𝐻3𝑂
−) + 𝐻𝑧𝑒𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑒

+ +𝐻2𝑂
+58 𝑘𝐽/𝑚𝑜𝑙
→         𝐶𝑢𝐼(𝐻2𝑂) + 𝐶𝐻3𝑂𝐻     Equation 28 

The role of water in this process is dominant. Water is not only a cheap and abundant oxidant, but 

also stabilizes the formation of CuOCu by introducing an enthalpic effect, in addition to the entropic 

effect. Because of the unique properties of zeolites, the hydrogen is not adsorbed on the catalyst 

surface. Zeolites are hydrophilic and do not adsorb non-polar inert gases at low pressure and low 

temperature. Therefore, the heat of adsorption of the H2 is excluded [29].  

Adsorption of methanol species on the catalyst surface is quite strong, therefore it cannot be 

desorbed thermally from CuOCu. Thermal desorption causes further oxidation of methanol to CO2 

and uphill in free energy up to 50 kJ/mol. Co-adsorption with water makes the process slightly 

exothermic and decreases the free energy barrier to -8 kJ/mol reducing the desorption energy of 

methanol. Further addition of water slightly increases the free energy up to -4 kJ/mol, making the 

overall step downhill, as it can be seen at the graph below (Figure 4). However, the strong adsorption 

of the water on the catalyst surface has not only positive effects. Beside stabilizing and driving the 

reaction, water leads to poisoning of the active sites which later compete with the reaction of 

methane. Therefore, the removal of water should be considered as the last step of the process.  

The active sites poisoned by water can still react with methane at higher pressure. Water poisoning 

does not have detrimental effect on the methane activation, however, removing poisoned water 

from the catalyst surface helps effectively to reduce the strong endotherm effects [32]:  
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𝐶𝑢 − (𝑂𝐻)2 − 𝐶𝑢
+
80𝑘𝐽

𝑚𝑜𝑙
,673 𝐾

→        𝐶𝑢𝐼𝐼𝑂 + 𝐻2𝑂       Equation 29 

Similar results were found in another publication [41]. The free energy diagram (Figure 5) shows 

that methane activation is the most difficult step of the process, apart from the final release of 

methanol. 

 

 
 
Figure 4 Removal of adsorbed methanol from the catalyst 
surface with and without water (free energy barriers at 398 K 
and 1 bar) [41].   

 
Figure 5 Free energy profile and corresponding intermediates 
and transition state structures of methane conversion to 
methanol catalyzed by CuOCu within the mordenite framework. 
The red line correspond to the direct formation of methanol from 
CH4 [41]. 
 

The forward rate and rate constant of methane activation are given by:  

𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑒
𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑 

= 𝑘𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑒
𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑 

𝑃𝐶𝐻4𝜃𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑒        Equation 30 

𝑘𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑒
𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑 

= 
𝑘𝐵𝑇

ℎ
𝑒∆𝐺𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑠

𝑎 /𝑘𝑏𝑇         Equation 31 

Where the k is the rate constant of the forward reaction, PCH4 the pressure of methane, θsite, the 

number of available active sites (CuOCu), kB the Boltzman constant, h the Planck constant, T the 

reaction temperature and ΔG the free energy barrier to activate the C – H bond in the methane 

molecule. With the free energy barrier of 99 kJ/mol, the reaction rate is equal to 0.79 s-1 [41]. 

Analysis of the methanol yield after 5 consecutive loops showed that the total amount of methanol 

reached 0.142 + (0.204x4) = 0.958 molMeOH/molCu, which is twice high as the theoretical, 

stoichiometric yield of methanol (for one cycle). This confirms the thermodynamic feasibility of the 

process and suggests that oxidation of CuI spices occurs during one of the steps of each cycle [32].  

The most recent investigations are focused on the isothermal process conditions yielding to 

50 μmolMeOH/gcatalyst  per one cycle (60 min). Figure 6 shows the kinetic curve for the reaction of 

activated copper with methane. The data were taken from a yet unpublished manuscript (kindly 

provided by the authors) [45]. The analysis of the kinetic curve shows that more than 80 % of active 

sites on the catalyst surface can be converted into methanol complex after 20 minutes. The 

presented data are from the experiments proceeded at 0.01 bar. If it is assumed that the interaction 
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of the active sites with methane is 1st order with respect to the methane partial pressure, then by 

operating at a higher pressure, the reaction can proceed faster.  

 

Figure 6 Kinetic curve for interaction of 1kPa of methane with activated CuMOR at 200 °C (data: [45]) 

 

Table 14 in Appendix D shows the short summary of literature review of the selective anaerobic 

oxidation of methane.  
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4. SELECTIVE ANAEROBIC OXIDATION - 

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION 
 

4.1.  INTRODUCTION 

The aim of the experiments was to confirm the data from the literature and to prove that the 

production of methanol via direct selective anaerobic oxidation of methane is indeed possible. This 

chapter includes detailed information about the catalyst preparation, setup preparation, results 

from the experiments and further recommendations for the process. Experiments proceeded with 

different times of catalyst activation, and different methane reactions times. As the methane 

pressure plays a key role, most of the experiments focused on the investigation of the pressure 

influence on methanol yield. Because the cooling time of the reactor tube was relatively long 

(around 1 hour) we were not able to proceed more than two sequential experiments per day.  

Therefore, the influence of multiple cycles on the catalyst activity (potential deactivation) was 

relatively difficult to investigate. To proceed the experiments, we used a continuous flow stainless 

steel reactor. Prior to these experiments, some tests were run in a quartz tube reactor; however, its 

relatively small internal diameter (3 mm) led to blockage in the reactor and a pressure drop over 

the tube higher than 20 bar.  

4.2.  MATERIALS  

4.2.1. CATALYST PREPARATION  

Commercial zeolite mordenite (sodium) with a molar ratio SiO2:Al2O3 13:1 was provided by Alfa 

Aesar. The metal precursor, copper nitrate, with purity ~99 % was purchased from Sigma Aldrich. 

The catalyst was prepared via ion exchange according to the work of Vitaly L. Sushkevich et al. [28].  

For the catalyst preparation, 10 g of zeolite was mixed overnight with 500 mL of 0.05 M solution of 

copper (II) nitrate trihydrate at 50 °C. Next, the suspension was filtered and rinsed with deionized 

water at room temperature. This step was repeated twice. After that, the prepared catalyst was 

dried in the oven overnight at 120 °C, and later calcined next day at 500 °C for 4 hours. To 

characterize the catalyst particle, XRF (X-ray fluorescent) analysis was made. The results showed 

that the concentration of CuO at the catalyst surface was ~5 % (Table 2).  

Table 2 XRF results for prepared catalyst sample. 

Formula Concentration (w%) 

SiO2 81.3 

Al2O3 8.5 

CuO 4.99 

Na2O 4.2 

Fe2O3 0.18 

CaO 0.16 
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4.2.2. GAS FEED  

We investigated the influence of the activation gas on the catalyst to convert methane into 

methanol. First the catalyst was activated in a flow of air/N2O (with purity > 99,999 %). N2 was used 

to purge the catalyst from the gases between the activation, reaction and desorption steps. The 

reaction step was performed under a flow pure of CH4 (purity > 99.5 %). All the gases were purchased 

from the Linde Group in the Netherlands. To extract the methanol product from the catalyst surface, 

off-line extraction with deionized water and online extraction with steam were applied.  

4.2.3. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UPS   

In the present work, a stainless steel fixed bed reactor, a HPLC pump and a mass spectrometer (MS) 

were used. A schematic overview of the fixed bed system used for the direct methane conversion is 

given in Figure 7. This set-up was a modification of the one used by P. Nanou [47]. The reactor 

considered was a stainless steel tube with an internal of diameter of 6 mm and was operated under 

various pressures. The activation step and desorption step were operated under atmospheric 

pressure at a system pressure drop of Δp≈0.3-0.6 bar. Due to the significant influence of the 

methane pressure on the final product yield the methane conversion step was kept under higher 

pressure (from 7 to 40 bar) at a system pressure drop < 3 bar.  

The tube was first loaded with the catalyst sample (~1 g) and then heated up in the stream of N2 

(40 ml/min) till 400 °C. After the temperature reached the required value, N2 was switched to an 

oxidant. The catalyst was activated in the flow of an oxidant (air: 250 ml/min 1 h, N2O: 5 ml/min 

5 min) at the atmospheric pressure. After the activation step, the reactor was purged with N2 and 

pressurized to the required pressure. Then the methane stream (50 ml/min) was fed during 30 min. 

Next, the pressure was released, the catalyst was purged again and the steam was injected to 

remove the products from the catalyst surface. Water was pumped into the system with a HPLC 

pump (Instrument Solutions Benelux BV) and then heated up to 300 °C. All the vessels and 

connections in the steam system were heated up to make sure that no water condensation 

occurred. After this, all the steps were repeated for the next cycle. The flow of the gases was 

controlled by digital mass flow controllers (Brooks Instrument). At the reactor exit, the gas was 

cooled to collect the water, and the product entered MS.  

A mass spectrometer (GSD 300 C, OmniStar™) was used to continuously detect CH3OH, N2, CO2, CO, 

CH4, O2. For qualitative analyses of the MS data, the Quadstar 32-bit software was used. Mass 

spectrometry is an analytical technique that measures the mass of different molecules within a 

sample. MS is not able to identify neutral molecules. By ionization of the molecules are converted 

to ions. Next, the ions are sorted according to mass in two stages (acceleration and deflection). The 

ions reach detectors according to increasing mass and create the mass spectrum. To detect 

methanol, it is first necessary to know to which ions the methanol molecule is converted. During 

experiments we mostly focused on m/z = 31. The typical mass spectrum for methanol is shown 

below (Figure 8). 

Few experiments were run in the batch system. The tube was filled with the catalyst and flushed 

with N2. The activation of the catalyst and the product desorption were kept in the continuous flow 
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of gases. However the reaction with the methane were operated in a batch flow. After activation 

and flushing with N2, the back pressure regulator was closed and the tube was pressurized with the 

methane gas to the required pressure. After 30 min, pressure was released and the catalyst was first 

purge with nitrogen and later flushed with steam.  
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Figure 7 Methane conversion set-up. 1. pressure regulator, 2. mass flow controller, 3. water tank, 4. water pump (HPLC), 8. 
temperature controller, 10. preheater, 11. digital pressure indicator, 12. metal tube, 13. oven I, 14. quartz wool packing, 14. catalyst, 
15. catalyst, 16. oven II, 18. temperature indicator, 19. back pressure controller, 20. condenser, 21. water vessel, 22. Gas stream 
separator, 23. Mass Spectrometer.  
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Figure 8 Typical m/z for methanol  

 

4.3.  EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS  

This section presents the results obtained from the experiments. First, the experiments at low and 

high methane pressure are shown. Then, the experiments in batch and continuous configuration 

with different activation gas are presented. The observed results are explained based on the output 

of the previous chapter. To obtain comparable results during each experiment, we used the same 

amount of catalyst ~1g. Presented results are qualitative results, confirming the methanol 

production, without quantification. At the end of the chapter, conclusions and the further 

recommendations are demonstrated.  

4.3.1. LOW VS HIGH METHANE PRESSURE 

The experiments were performed at different methane pressures. In the first experiments, the tube 

was feed with a stream of methane (20 ml/min) mixed with a stream of N2 as a carrier gas. The 

following experiments were conducted at a methane pressure of 6.8 bar and 36 bar, and a 

temperature of the reaction step of 200 °C. The activation step was carried out under atmospheric 

pressure at a temperature of 400 °C, whereas the extraction step was run at 200 °C. The results are 

shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10. The plotted graphs show the response of the mass spectrometer 

as an ion current value, over the time.  

From Figure 9 it can be observed that there is no methanol signal visible, but methane alone. The 

noise plotted on the graph is probably only the response of the mass spectrometer to the change in 

the pressure. MS is highly sensitive to pressure changes. During this experiment, no methanol peaks 

showed up directly on the software screen. The results from this run do not correspond with the 

results obtained by Vitaly L. Sushkevich et all. [28]. Their experiments were conducted at the same 

conditions and showed a clear methanol peak when the applied methane pressure was 7 bar.  

Figure 10, where a pressure of 36 bar was applied, shows clearly that some methanol was produced. 

It can be observed that methanol started increasing gradually when the methane pressure increased 
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and reached maximum at 36 bar. The jumps of the methanol yield visible on the graph are caused 

by the non-uniform pressure increase and set-up specifications.  

 

Figure 9 Ion current vs time. Activation: T = 400 °C, t = 60 min, p = 1 bar. Reaction with methane: T = 200 °C, t = 30 min, p = 6.8 bar.  
Extraction: T = 200 °C, t = 60 min, p = 1 bar.   

 

Figure 10 Ion current vs time. Activation: T = 400 °C, t = 60 min, p = 1 bar. Reaction with methane: T = 200 °C, t = 30 min, p = 36.5 bar.   
Extraction: T = 200 °C, t = 60 min, p = 1 bar.   

To reach higher pressure, it was necessary to use a back pressure controller (BPC). To build up the 

pressure the BPC automatically blocked the outflow of gases repetitively, therefore the graph does 

not remind constant. Due to safety reasons, in our experiments we used air as a source of oxygen. 

Used gas might contain impurities including moisture. In the activation step the water molecules 

from the catalyst surface must be removed and the copper species oxidized. Because of the 

humidity of the air, we may have fed more water (an excess of-) into the system. Strong adsorption 

of the water from air on the catalyst surface may have led to poisoning of the active sites and 

decreasing activity of the sites. Active sites which are poisoned with water can still react with 

methane at high pressure creating methanol. Because of the water molecules present on the 
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catalyst surface, methane does not have any spare active sites to be adsorbed on the catalyst 

surface. Therefore, it creates complexes with adsorbed water molecules and immediately is 

released from the catalyst surface in the form of methanol [28].  

It has been reported that strong adsorption of water helps to drive the reaction of water with Cu, 

but also leads to poisoning of the catalyst by competing with the reaction of methane. To solve this 

issue, removal of water should be considered as the last step in the sequence. Vitaly L. Sushkevich 

et al. confirmed that water adsorbed on the catalyst surface can still react with methane molecules 

at higher pressure of methane [32].  

4.3.2. BATCH VS CONTINUOUS SYSTEM  

The following set of data and graphs are presented to compare two set-up configurations: fixed bed 

with continuously flowing methane, and a batch system with methane kept in the reactor during 

the reaction step. Both, fixed bed and batch system were operated at a pressure of ~ 36 bar.  

The activation and extraction step occurred at atmospheric pressure. Figure 11 and Figure 12 clearly 

show the methanol peak in both configurations, which again confirms the methanol production via 

selective anaerobic oxidation of methane. The catalyst in both cases was activated in air flow, 

therefore the methanol peak appeared on the screen when the methane was injected. The graphs 

were plotted in different ranges, however the difference in scaling come from different times of BPC 

opening and long methanol removal from the reactor. In the case of the batch system (Figure 11), 

after one hour of catalyst activation, the BPC valve was closed and the methane stream was injected 

into the system. The reaction time started after the pressure in the reactor reached more than 

30 bar. Then, after 30 min of reaction, the BPC valve was opened and the gases released (~ 8000 s).  

We can observe a significant increase of the methanol peak (Figure 11). The value of the released 

methanol increased slowly, and after reaching a maximum, gradually decreased. This gradual 

dependence is caused by accumulation of methanol in the reactor and then slow evacuation from 

the system. It has been shown that complete removal of methanol from the system was relatively 

slow. Most of the methanol was removed from the reactor after around 30 minutes. For complete 

removal of the product, the reactor was flushed with a stream of nitrogen for around 75 minutes.  

Figure 12 shows methanol production in a continuous flow of methane. It can be observed that the 

trend of the methanol peak is very different than the trend shown in Figure 11. Most of the 

methanol is produced and removed from the reactor system within 15 minutes after the methane 

injection. A significant increase of the peak suggests that high pressure of methane led to the 

production of methanol within 20 minutes. Vitaly L. Sushkevich et al. showed that 80 % of active 

sites were converted after 20 minutes of the reaction at pressure 0.01 bar [45]. However, we are 

not able to compare the methanol production with literature values due to reasons mentioned 

above. To conclude: both batch and continuous systems confirmed the possibility to carry out 

selective anaerobic oxidation of methane into methanol at isothermal conditions.  

A disadvantage of the batch system is a longer time of the whole process. Besides of the reactions 

which taking 30 minutes, we needed to add time for pressurizing the reactor and then for the 
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product removal. Unfortunately, we were not able to compare the yield of methanol obtained in a 

batch system with the yield obtained in the continuous set-up.  

 

Figure 11 Batch system. Ion current vs time. Activation: T = 400 °C, t = 60 min, p = 1 bar. Reaction with methane: T = 200 °C, t = 30 
min, p = 35 bar. Extraction: T = 200 °C, t = 60 min, p = 1 bar 

 

Figure 12 Continuous system. Ion current vs time. Activation: T = 400 °C, t = 60 min, p = 1 bar. Reaction with methane: T = 200 °C, t = 
30 min, p = 38 bar. Extraction: T = 200 °C, t = 60 min, p = 1 bar 

 

4.3.3. INFLUENCE OF THE OXIDANT  

Subsequently, we proceeded with experiments investigating the influence of the type of oxidant on 

the catalyst activity. To compare with the previous results, where air was used as an oxidant, we 

used N2O as oxidant. The sample was activated in the flow of N2O at temperature 250 °C for 5-10 

minutes [41]. Next, the sample was flushed with nitrogen and reacted with a flow of methane 

28 bar, and extracted with water in a continuous mode. The results from the experiments showed 

that there was methanol produced after the activation in the N2O stream. From the graph below 
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(Figure 13) we can see that the methanol peak increased significantly at the beginning of the 

reaction and then slowly decreased.  

Similar results were found in the research of Zhi-Jian Zhao et al. Selective anaerobic oxidation to 

methanol was catalyzed by a Cu- based zeolite at high pressure. It has been shown that copper-

exchanged MOR can be activated to form [CuOCu]2- using N2O as the oxidant. The activation time 

required for this step was no longer than 5 minutes at temperatures 573 K. Activation of the copper 

clusters was also investigated in the literature with pure oxygen as an oxidant [41]. The process was 

conducted at the same temperature, however in that case much more time was required for full 

activation. During activation with O2, CuOOCu species are mostly formed. As it has been mentioned 

in the previous section (3.1.3), CuOCu form promotes methanol production rather than CuOOCu, 

due to low methane conversion rate of CuOOCu. During oxidation with O2, the formation of CuOCu 

from previously formed CuOOCu is possible, however it requires long activation time [41].  

 

Figure 13 Activation in N2O. Ion current vs time. Activation: T = 250 °C, t = 10 min, p = 1 bar. Reaction with methane: T = 200 °C, t = 30 
min, p = 37 bar. Extraction: T = 200 °C, t = 60 min, p = 1 bar.  

 

4.4.  CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS 

4.4.1. CONCLUSIONS  

The goal of our experimental research was to prove the concept of direct methanol production from 

methane via selective anaerobic oxidation. From the data shown above, we can successfully confirm 

that methanol was created during the conducted experiments. However, we were not able to 

quantify the results and confirm the yields obtained by other research groups [28],[29],[30],[41].  

Different operating conditions, reactor configurations and different oxidants were tested. In 

agreement with the study of Vitaly L. Sushkevich [41], it was found that the activation of the catalyst 

is an important step in the entire process. Depending on the time and type of oxidant, various active 

species can be created on the catalyst surface. C-H activation is easily achieved with CuOCu species. 
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It has been shown that oxidation with N2O as oxidant requires shorter activation times and directly 

produces CuOCu. Oxidation with air led to overoxidation of the catalyst and formation of CuOOCu 

active species. It is possible to convert CuOOCu into CuOCu, however this require longer activation 

times [41].  

In our experiments we used air as a source of oxygen with an activation time less than 1 hour. 

Unfortunately, we were not able to precisely explain the mechanism occurring on the catalyst 

surface when the air was used. From the observation we made, it can be concluded that the 

moisture present in the air had an influence on the results. As it was discussed above, active sites 

can be poisoned by water and, consequently it can cause a decrease of the activity of the catalyst. 

During the activation step with oxygen, softer oxidant or humidified inert gas, the water adsorbed 

on the catalyst should be removed [32]. With the air as an oxidant, the water molecules were 

adsorbed on the catalyst surface and then interacted with methane at high pressure.  

Remarkably, so far researchers were able to detect MeOH only when water was injected into the 

system [28],[30],[39]. However, during our experiments we observed the methanol peak in the 

stage when methane was applied into the reactor. It was reported in literature that due to the 

relatively strong adsorption of CH3OH on the catalyst surface, water is necessary to decrease the 

free energy of CH3OH removal from the catalyst surface. Only in the presence of water molecules, 

methanol can be removed from the reaction environment. This fact explains the methanol peak 

present in the reaction stage. The methane gas reacted with water, adsorbed on the catalyst 

surface, and was immediately removed from the reactor. The presence of water decreased the free 

energy of the desorption and led to the removal of the products almost immediately.  

4.4.2. RECOMMENDATIONS  

The selective oxidation of methane to methanol is a highly challenging target. Experiments carried 

out proved the selective anaerobic oxidation concept. However, the quantification of the product 

requires the mass spectrometer calibration with special gases mixtures, which were not available. 

A lot of attention was put on the activation of the catalyst with oxygen, however, as it was shown 

above, other oxidants can also oxidize the catalyst, even with better results. In our experiments we 

investigated the activation of the catalyst at 400 °C and the reaction with methane at 200 °C. 

However, non-isothermal conditions in which each cycle requires a temperature swing and brings 

relatively low methanol yield, surely could not be carried out at any large scale. Therefore, more 

investigation needs to be done to improve isothermal conditions and to find the point where low 

temperature reaction will bring satisfying results. Furthermore, the yield to methanol should be 

quantified in follow-up work. 

Pre-treatment of the catalyst is an important phase during the process. More investigation should 

be done about the catalyst preparation methods. Increasing the copper loading in the catalyst 

sample may increase the yield to methanol significantly. In large scale process, this will have a huge 

influence on the production and economic feasibility of the process.  
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5. COMMERCIAL SCALE PLANT DESIGN  
 

5.1.  SCOPE & DESIGN BASIS 

This section aims to give a summary of the design assumptions and estimations of the process. A 

part of this chapter is included in the Process Plant Design course. This project is based on the direct 

conversion of methanol at isothermal conditions including a pressure swing between the stages. 

The design is based on a chemical looping oxidation alternative. The capacity of the designed plant 

is set at 150 tMeOH per day. The reaction will be carried in a continuous set-up with CuMOR as 

catalyst. Reaction step is carried out at 200°C under 37 bar.  

In our design we decided to ignore the initial oxidation part as this step needs to be done only once, 

when a fresh batch of catalyst is used. We assumed, in line with literature, the cycle time, including 

reaction with methane, desorption of products and drying, to be 60 minutes. After the reaction with 

methane, we included 2 minutes of purge of CH4 with N2.The required purity of hydrogen and 

methanol is minimally 99.6 %. The natural gas, as a feedstock, is introduced into the system at a 

pressure of 37 bar. The main assumptions for the process are the following:  

 Conversion of methane 3 % 

 Cycle time: 60 minutes 

 To compensate the loss of methanol yield per cycle, a high pressure (37 bar) was 

introduced for reaction step [28].  

 Based on the 5 w% of copper loading and the fraction of Cu sites being active sites of 41 %, 

the production per hour is 6 t of MeOH.  

 Conversion of the active sites per pass is 80 %.  

Firstly, the preselection of the reaction configuration was done based on the literature review, 

kinetics estimation, some simulations and calculations. A flowsheet of the process was made in 

Aspen Plus including all the assumptions mentioned above. Based on the results from Aspen Plus 

simulations, the detailed design of the necessary equipment was done.  

The last step of the project design was the heat integration and system improvement. A few 

alternatives were investigated to improve the process. After the equipment design part, the 

economical estimation and sensitivity analysis were included. The detailed information is presented 

below.  

5.2.  REACTOR PRE-SELECTION 

In this chapter a conceptual design is made to analyse the possibilities for a process for direct 

methane to methanol conversion. This project is the first attempt to design a process plant for the 

selective anaerobic oxidation of methane to methanol on the copper-based catalyst. Therefore, the 

reactor configuration for this process is yet unknown. The different alternatives for selective 

anaerobic oxidation of methane based on copper catalysts were summarized in the literature review 

of this study (section 3.1). In this chapter, we are going to discuss two possible reactor 
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configurations: a) one reactor with fixed catalytic beds, where the different reaction stages 

successively take place, or b) several parallel reactors (one for each reaction stage, where the 

catalyst bed circulates from one to another). The final decision will be made based on the literature 

review of already existing and similar technologies, differences in the effectiveness factor, pressure 

drop over the reactor and the scaling complexity. 

The design is based on a chemical looping (CL) oxidation configuration. Typically, a CL process is 

based on the oxygen transfer from air or other oxygen source to the fuels by a solid oxygen carrier 

(catalyst), avoiding the direct contact between the fuel and air. The first step includes the oxidation 

of the fuel by a metal oxide (MexOy), which is consequently reduced to metal (Me). The metal is 

further re-oxidized to metal oxide with air/oxygen/water to start a new cycle. Detailed description 

of chemical looping technologies is included in Appendix E.  

First, based on the data from literature, the kinetics and kinetic reaction rate constant k were 

estimated. This step was necessary to calculate the Thiele modulus and the particle diameter. The 

particle diameter was chosen such that the effectiveness factor was close to 1 and the pressure drop 

less than the maximum allowable pressure drop of 0.294 bar/m.  

Reactor preselection is shown in the graph below (Figure 14).  Based on literature arguments and 

calculations on pressure drop, catalyst amount and effectiveness factor in relation to particle size, 

a fixed bed configuration is preferred over a fluid bed. More detailed information on the aspects 

considered are presented in the rest of this chapter. 
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Figure 14 The path for preselection of the reactor configuration.  
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5.2.1. KINETICS ESTIMATION  

In the kinetics calculations we assumed that 

the limiting step is methane activation [40]. 

From the data available in literature ([28],[41], 

[45]) the reported conversion data were fitted 

to first order kinetics, and the reaction 

constant for the methane activation step was 

determined. Based on these values, the size of 

the reactor was calculated.  

Figure 15 shows the conversion and 

concentration of the catalyst active sites over 

the time. The change in the concentration of 

active sites over the time was calculated based 

on the initial concentration of active sites, 

estimated from the experimental data. To 

estimate the order of the reaction and the 

kinetic constant, Aspen Custom Modeler V.8.8 

was used. The reaction rate equation for the 

calculations is the following: 

k is kinetic constant in h-1, Cact  is the 

concentration of active sites in kmol * m-3 and 

n is the order of the reaction.  

Results showed that the reaction order with the best kinetics fitting was equal to 0.6, with kinetic a 

constant of 1.54 h-1. For a 1st order, the fit of the kinetic constant yields 2.42 h-1. 

Figure 16 shows the results from the kinetics estimations for both a 0.6th and 1st order dependency 

regarding the active sites concentration. The differences between the two reaction orders is 

considered to be insignificant. Therefore, further calculations will be based using the 1st order 

model. In several studies it was proved that methane pressure plays a key role in the selective 

anaerobic oxidation of methane [28],[32],[40],[41]. Higher methane pressure increases the 

methanol yield and decreases the reaction time. Since pressure influences reaction rate, this effect 

is included in the reaction rate equation as follows:  

𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 = 𝑘′ ∙ [𝐶𝑎𝑐𝑡] ∙ 𝑃𝐶𝐻4  

 

Equation 33 

Where 𝑘′ = 𝑘

3600 ∙0.01 
 [

1

𝑠∙𝑏𝑎𝑟
].  

 

Equation 34 

 

 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 = 𝑘 ∙ [𝐶𝑎𝑐𝑡]
𝑛 Equation 32 
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Figure 16 results from the ACM calculations for kinetic fitting.  

 

5.2.2. PRESSURE DROP   

One of the main limiting factors for the reduction of particle size in a fixed bed is the pressure drop 

over the reactor [48]. As a first step in our design, we set an allowable pressure drop over the bed 

based on the values from already existing processes. In the CATOFIN process, see Appendix E 

section II, considering that we have a very comparable process configuration, the maximum 

pressure drop is 0.294 bar [49]. Typically, the pressure drop across a reactor should not be higher 

than 0.7 to 1.3 bar [50]. Due to sensitivity of the methane activation step on the pressure change, 

we set the requirement that the pressure drop over the reactor should not be higher than 0.2 bar. 

Based on this value we selected the particle diameter for sufficient effectiveness factor and 

calculated the minimum diameter of the reactor. Pressure drop (Δp) over the fixed bed reactor was 

calculated from Ergun equation, and for the fluidized bed the minimum velocity was calculated 

Equation 35.  

∆𝑝

𝑧
=
(1−𝜀𝐺)

𝜀𝐺
3 ∙  

1

𝑑𝑝𝐴
∙ [150

(1−𝜀𝐺)∙𝜇

𝑑𝑝
− 1.75

𝜑

𝐴
] ∙

𝜑

𝜌𝑔
   Equation 35 

 

5.2.3. EFFECTIVENESS FACTOR  

For gas solid reactions, the size and shape of the catalyst influence the suspensibility, pressure drop, 

flowability etc. By selecting the particle size, the aim was a high effectiveness factor, as a high 

effectiveness ensures a good use of the material and reactor volume. In most catalytic reactions, 

porous catalysts are used. These porous catalysts typically have a small pore size and a very large 

internal area where the actual reactions occurs. Depending on the reaction conditions, the 

reactant(s) can penetrate completely into the porous catalyst (very slow reaction), or only penetrate 

partial and react on the outer shell of the catalyst (very fast reaction). This phenomenon can be 

defined by the effectiveness factor (see Equation 36):  

𝜂 =
𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑑 𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒

𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑖𝑓 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑤𝑎𝑠 𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑦 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝑡𝑜 𝑐𝐴,𝑠
 

 

Equation 36 
 

A. B. 
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where η is an effectiveness factor, cA,s is a concentration of the A on the particle surface. To calculate 

the effectiveness factor we used the Thiele modulus concept, which define the amount of a 

component that is actually converted, divided by the amount that could have been converted if 

diffusion had not occurred [51]: 

𝑇ℎ = 𝜃 =  
𝑉

𝐴
√

𝑘𝑖
𝐷𝐴,𝑒𝑓𝑓

 

 

Equation 37 
 

where V/A is the ratio of volume over surface area, which differs for different catalyst shapes; ki is 

reaction kinetic constant; and DA,eff is the effective diffusion coefficient. To estimate the particle 

diameter and shape we plotted the effectiveness factor over the particle diameter and the 

effectiveness factor over Thiele modulus for sphere and cylinder particles (Figure 17 and Figure 18); 

 
 
Figure 17 Effectiveness factor vs particle diameter for sphere 
and cylinder 

 
 
Figure 18 Effectiveness factor vs Thiele modulus for sphere and 
cylinder 

 

Typical particle sizes for a fixed bed are from 5 

to 15 mm, as smaller dimensions will limit the 

pore diffusion inside the particles, but result in 

a significant rise of pressure drop over the 

reactor. In fluidized beds diameters of the 

particles are in the range of 0.03 – 0.15 mm to 

operate at reasonably low gas velocities [48].  

From the graphs above (Figure 17 and Figure 

18); we can see that there is not a significant 

difference between the shape of the catalyst. 

For the needs of our design we decided to use 

spherical particles with effectiveness factor ~1. 

The size of the particle diameter which is going 

to be used in further calculations is 5 mm (Figure 19).  

Figure 19 Effectiveness factor in the particles diameter in a range 
from 10-3 to 10 -1  m.  
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5.2.4. REACTOR DIAMETER   

Based on the assumptions made in previous steps, the minimum diameter of the reactor was 

calculated for a fixed bed. The minimum calculated diameter of the fixed bed reactor that keep the 

pressure drop equal to 0.18 bar/m is 4.5 m.  

The fluidized bed has the ability to process large volumes of fluid. The fluidization occurs when the 

small particles are suspended in an upward flowing stream of fluid. The velocity of the flowing fluid 

is sufficient to suspend the particles, but is not high enough to carry them out of the reactor. The 

behaviour and characteristic of the fluidized bed are strongly dependent on the solid and fluid 

properties. Fluidization begins when the gravitational force exerted on the particles equals the drag 

on the particles from the rising gas. The gas velocity at which the bed begins to fluidize is called the 

minimum fluidization velocity (mf) [52]. The minimum fluidization velocity for the particles with 

5 mm diameter was calculated using the following correlations:  

휀𝑚𝑓 = 0.586𝜓
−0.72 (

𝜇2

𝜌𝑔𝜂𝑑𝑝
3)

0.029

(
𝜌𝑔

𝜌𝑐
)
0.021

 Equation 38 

𝑢𝑚𝑓 =
(𝜓𝑑𝑝)

2

150𝜇
∙ [𝑔(𝜌𝑝 − 𝜌𝑓)]

휀𝑚𝑓
3

1 − 휀𝑚𝑓
 Equation 39 

From Figure 20 we can see that the 

minimum fluidization velocity significantly 

increases for the particles bigger than 

1 mm. For the particle diameter of 5 mm, 

the umf  is equal 5 m·s-1.  

For the same particle diameter the 

superficial velocity of CH4 in a packed bed 

was 0.91 m·s-1. The estimation was made 

based on the flow through one reactor.  

 

 

 

5.2.5. DECISION 

In this section the reactor type for direct methane conversion will be chosen. The catalyst (in the 

reactor) plays an important role in the MtM process. As mentioned in the literature review, the 

copper-based catalyst is really sensitive to the reaction conditions and relatively expensive (in view 

of the product price). Activation of the catalyst and then the reaction with methane require a special 

procedure to prevent overoxidation of the catalyst, which leads to a decrease of the methanol 

production. Besides, the reaction is kept at low conversion and under fuel-rich conditions to prevent 

overoxidation of the highly reactive MeOH. A first economical estimation showed that to make the 

Figure 20 Minimum fluidization velocity for the fluidized bed diameter 3.5.  
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MtM process profitable, the cost of the methanol production needs to be reduced at least one order 

of magnitude [45]. 

An important consideration for the reactor selection is to obtain a continuous production of 

methanol. This seems to be reachable in both configurations: in a fluidized bed, with or without the 

circulation of the solid particles and in a fixed bed, by switching the gas flow. Secondly, due to the 

relatively high prices of the catalytic material, minimizing the catalyst inventory is beneficial. In 

general, fluidized bed reactors require more catalyst than a fixed bed to achieve a given degree of 

conversion, due to the less effective gas-solid contact. A fluidized bed configuration will further 

increase the costs of solid and gas purification because of solids losses by entrainment, which 

automatically increases the cost of the process. 

Furthermore, the similarities to the CATOFIN® process, which demonstrates that a similar process 

can be successfully run on commercial scale in a fixed bed configuration (see Appendix E, section II), 

led to the selection of a fixed bed configuration. Considering all the points mentioned above, we 

decided to design fixed bed configurations, with several reactors working in parallel, which is easier 

to scale up and leads to a quicker development scenario.  

An application of the fixed bed reactors meets the needs and requirements of the big companies. 

An easier scaling up and quicker development scenario is more interesting for investors. The fixed 

bed reactors have lower maintenance cost and the catalyst is easier to exchange. The operators of 

the process will be involved as a stakeholders. From their point of view the process should be easy 

and safe to operate, maintenance and control. Furthermore, it was mentioned in the section 1.2 

that the simplicity is important as one of the needs of the system  

As this work is the first design on the selective anaerobic oxidation of methane to methanol 

including detailed design of the reactors, heat exchangers, separation units and economic 

evaluation, there is no possibility to compare the results (nor the selection of the reactor type) with 

the literature data.  

5.3. PROCESS FLOW DIAGRAM – BASE CASE  

This section covers the composition of the process flow diagrams, including the size, conditions 

(pressure, temperature) and compositions of the (recycle-)streams, energy input/output and 

equipment capacities. Figure 21 shows the simplified flowsheet of the direct conversion of methane 

to methanol process. Due to the complexity of the process, every step in the cyclic process is 

designed using separate flowsheets. Detailed flowsheets are included in Appendix F.  

5.3.1. REACTION WITH METHANE 

In the first step, a fresh catalyst is activated under an air flow. However, this step needs to be carried 

out only once when the fresh batch of catalyst is exchanged with Cu. Thus, in the design of this 

process we did not consider the oxidation with air. The process starts from the reaction with 

methane. The catalyst is in subsequent cycles oxidized with H2O. We assume the material life time 

of 1 year [45].  
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The base case includes the continuous flow of CH4 at the pressure of 37 bar and the conversion of 

methane 3 %. Figure 2 in the literature review shows the correlation between methanol selectivity 

and methanol conversion for a number of heterogeneous catalysts. The data clearly show that with 

increasing conversion of methane the selectivity to methanol significantly decreases. The 

decreasing in selectivity of methanol is caused by a series of reactions where the product can react 

subsequently [5]. To prevent overoxidation of the highly reactive MeOH, reaction is kept at low 

conversion and under fuel-rich conditions. Copper-based catalyst shows remarkable selectivity 

towards methanol. CuMOR shows selectivity of the process 97 % with CO2 produced as by-product 

[28]. The methane stream needs to be supplied into the system with a pressure of around 40 bar. 

The pressure of natural gas from gas winning and long distance transport lines can reach up to 100 

bar. As mentioned before, it is assumed that the pressure in the feed pipes is sufficiently high for 

the process. The mass balance for methane flow is shown in Appendix F.I.  

5.3.2. PURGE 

After reaction with methane, the reactor is purged with nitrogen. This step is carried for two minutes 

to remove the traces of methane from the reactor. Immediate introduction of steam into reactor 

led to mixture of methane and hydrogen. Hydrogen, as a valuable compound can be sold, therefore 

the purity of this hydrogen stream is also important. After closing the inlet of the gas, the reactor is 

still at 37 bar. We assumed that the methane released during depressurizing can be returned into 

the recycle stream. The traces of methane left in the reactor are removed with nitrogen. The total 

loss in methane is 0.5 % of the total methane feed stream. The N2/CH4 stream can be burned and 

the energy can be returned into the system.  

5.3.3. DESORPTION WITH WATER  

Desorption of the product from the catalyst surface occurs in the presence of steam. The 

experiments showed that the addition of more than 1 molecule of water significantly drags the 

Gibbs free energy down and lead to faster removal of methanol [29],[41]. We assumed a 10:1 molar 

ratio of water to methanol, in line with experimental conditions from literature. Water is heated to 

200 °C, introduced into the reactor and then condensed. The last step is required to separate 

gaseous product (hydrogen) from liquid mixture (methanol + water). Finally, methanol is recovered 

and purified by distillation. The flowsheet of this step, size of streams, production per hour and 

energy required is shown in Appendix F.III, reflecting the production per two (parallel) reactors.   

5.3.4. DRYING WITH INERT GAS 

The last step of the process is drying of the catalyst in inert gas. The strong adsorption of water helps 

to remove methanol from the catalyst surface, but also leads to poisoning of the active sites. The 

active sites which are occupied by water can still react with methane at higher pressure [28],[32]. 

Water poisoning does not have a negative influence on the methane activation. However, removing 

the water fractions can effectively reduce the strong endothermicity of the reaction. This step can 

be done by the treatment of the catalyst with an inert gas, for which nitrogen is selected. The 

temperature and pressure in this step are 200 °C and 1 bar. To be sure that water is completely 

removed from the catalyst surface we assume that the volume of nitrogen is equal to five times the 
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volume of the empty space in the reactor. According to the mechanism [28], we assume that water 

which poisons the catalyst is equal the number of active sites on the catalyst surface. For the base 

case, CO2 is not removed from the nitrogen stream. CO2 is considered as an unreactive gas which 

can play a role of inert. Total mass balance over the streams and the flowsheet of drying step are 

included in Appendix F.IV. 
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Figure 21 Simplified process diagram. The process include reaction with methane (green), desorption with water (blue) and drying with inert gas (red).  
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5.4.  EQUIPMENT DESIGN  

In this section, different unit operations are modelled in more detail. The equipment sizing and cost 

estimations are shown before optimization and after optimization and heat integration. The list of 

the equipment in placed in Appendix G.I. This section shows the method applied for sizing and cost 

calculations, results from the calculations are shown in Appendix G and Appendix J.  

5.4.1. DISTILLATION COLUMN  

For the separation of the methanol- water stream, distillation was chosen. There is one distillation 

column present in the process. This distillation column was designed and optimized in Aspen Plus 

simulation. To estimate the cost of the distillation column it is necessary to calculate the height and 

diameter and the area of reboiler and condenser. The minimum reflux ratio, minimum numbers of 

stages and feed point locations are obtained from Aspen Plus. The designed distillation column is 

able to separate methanol with 99.8 % recovery and 99.9 % purity. Detailed calculations are included 

in this section.  

The central decision is the type of internals: packing, tray or structured packing. The choice mostly 

depends on the flowrates, the characteristics of the fluids and the operating conditions. In this 

design a sieve tray distillation column is used. Tray distillation column is suitable for low 

liquid/vapour ratio and high liquid loads. The operating pressure is not higher than 1 bar, and the 

flow rate of liquid into the column is 11 543 kg/hr.  

Height of the column  

The height of a distillation column will depend on the plate spacing. Plate spacing from 0.15 to 1 m 

is normally used. The spacing mostly depends on the column diameter and the operating conditions. 

Close spacing is used with relatively small diameter columns placed in buildings. For columns above 

1m diameter, plate spacing of 0.5 m will be taken as an initial estimation [53]. The column height 

can be calculated by the number of actual trays x plate spacing and plus 1.2 m at the top and 1.8 m 

at the bottom. The tray efficiency used in the estimation for a sieve plates is 60 % [54]. The total 

height of the column including efficiency and plate spacing yields in 26 meters using Equation 40:  

ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 = (𝑛𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 + 1.2 𝑚 + 1.8 𝑚) ∗ 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑦 𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑛𝑔 ∗ 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑦 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦  
 

Equation 40 
 

Diameter of the column  

The principal factor that determines the column diameter is the vapour flow rate. The flooding 

vapour velocity must be below that which would cause a high pressure drop. This can be calculate 

using Equation 41. The liquid-vapour factor is given by Equation 42.  

𝑢𝑓 = 𝐾1 ∗ [
𝜌𝑙−𝜌𝑣

𝜌𝑣
]
1
2⁄

  

 

Equation 41 
 

𝐹𝐿𝑉 =
𝐿𝑤
𝑉𝑤
[
𝜌𝑣
𝜌𝑣
]

1
2⁄

 
Equation 42 
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where: uf is flooding vapour velocity, based on the gross column cross- sectional area, m/s;  K1 is 

constant obtained from figure 11.34 from reference [53]; ρl and ρv are the density of liquid and 

vapour phase respectively m3/s.  

The magnitude of the vapour and liquid streams are taken from Aspen Plus (24 000 and 18 000 kg/hr 

for the liquid and vapour components, respectively). From this the flow parameter for the top and 

bottom stages were calculated (0.091 and 0.158 at top and bottom stage respectively). For this 

system, the flooding capacity factors K1 at the top stage is 0.09 and at the bottom stage, is 0.02. At 

this stage the flooding vapour velocity can be calculated from Equation 41. To estimate the cross-

sectional area of the distillation column, the flow of the vapour phase was taken from Aspen Plus. 

The area of the distillation column is equal to the volumetric flow of the vapour phase over flooding 

velocity. However, the active area needs to be calculated for the final diameter of the column. The 

actual area is 40 % larger because of the estimated efficiency of the column. Results from the 

calculations are shown in Table 3.   

Table 3 Flow factor, flooding factor, flooding velocity, area and diameter of distillation column.  

 
Fv K1, Uf [m/s] V [m3/s] A [m2] Aeff [m2] D [m] 

top  0.091 0.09 0.76 1.11 1.46 2.44 1.7 

bottom  0.158 0.02 0.28 1.61 5.77 9.62 3.5 

 

After closer evaluation of the column, it was found that the bottom and the top stage had different 

diameters. For the bottom part the diameter of the column is twice the diameter at the top, as the 

flow is also bigger. The distillation column needs to be designed for the maximum flow, therefore 

the largest diameter is considered to avoid problems with the loading. For cost effectiveness, a 

simple sieve tray configuration is chosen. The flow rate profiles can be found in Appendix G. The 

Table 4 and Table 5 show the calculated properties of the distillation column. 

Table 4 Calculated properties of distillation column  

Number of stages [-] 25 
Reflux ratio [-] 2.8 
Distillate to feed ratio [-] 0.112 
Feed stage [-] 11 
Diameter [m] 3.5 
Total height [m] 26 

 

Table 5 Calculated area of the reboiler and condenser in distillation column.  

 TLMTD 

[°C] 
U 

[W/m2/°C] 
Q  

[MW] 
A  

[m2] 

Reboiler 35 1000 3.80 95.2 

Condenser 25 800 2.98 149.3 
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5.4.2. COMPRESSORS  

There are three compressors used in this process. One compressor (C-1) is used in the reaction stage 

to keep the pressure of methane around 37 bar (Figure 21). Methane flows into the system and is 

adsorbed on the catalyst surface. Due to this adsorption and formation of the methanol complex, 

pressure drops to ~ 35 bar. Compressor C-1 pressurise the stream again to 37 bar. The biggest 

compressor is used during the desorption step (C-2) (Figure 21). To separate more than 99 % of the 

hydrogen from the water-methanol stream, it was necessary to pressurize the stream to around 

3 bar. The last compressor (C-4) is used to pressurize the stream with water and nitrogen before 

separation (Figure 39 in Appendix F).  

All the compressors were modelled in Aspen Plus using isentropic compressors. In general, axial 

flows compressors are used for high flow rates and moderate differential pressures, centrifugal 

compressors for high flow rates and high differential pressure. Reciprocating compressors can be 

used over a wide range of pressures and capacities. The pressure used in this system is relatively 

low and the gas flows are from 2·103 to 2·104 m3/h. From the Figure 42 in Appendix G.III it can be 

derived that for these operating conditions a centrifugal compressor is the best choice. According 

to the specifications of the compressors C-2 and C-4, reciprocating compressors can be used. 

However, reciprocating compressor are normally only specified in preference to centrifugal 

compressors where high pressures are required at relatively low flow rates [53]. Therefore, we 

decided to use three centrifugal compressors. Comparing the economics, a capital cost of € 7 million 

was calculated for three centrifugal compressors and € 4 million for two reciprocating and one 

centrifugal compressor. Detailed price estimation in Appendix J.  

The methane pressure (37 bar) is constant during the process. There is no expansion needed for this 

stream in this process step. To release the pressure before the distillation column and during drying 

step we used a throttling valve.  

5.4.3. HEAT EXCHANGERS 

A wide variety of heat exchangers is available for heating, cooling and vaporizing process streams. 

To estimate the capital cost for heat exchangers is necessary to calculate the area of the equipment. 

In this section the methodology of calculations and results are discussed. The area of heat 

exchangers is based on Q – the heat available in the stream (W), U – heat transfer coefficient 

(W/m2/°C, taken from table 12.1 [53]) and TLM – the logarithmic temperature difference (°C). The 

heat exchangers were designed in Aspen Plus. Detailed results from calculations are shown in 

Appendix G. The estimation of the cost is made before and after heat integration. The heat transfer 

coefficient is assumed to be 160 (W/m2/°C) when cooling gases, 1000 (W/m2/°C) when liquid 

streams are cooled down with refrigerator, 30 (W/m2/°C) when heating gases, and 800 ~ 1000 

(W/m2/°C) when heating liquid stream [53].  

𝐴 =
𝑄

𝑇𝐿𝑀∙𝑈
, [𝑚2]  

 

Equation 43 
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For the cooling utility water is taken, which can be heated up around 16 °C. It is not possible to use 

cooling water for two of the coolers (EX-3 and EX-7, see Figure 38 and Figure 39 in Appendix F). The 

process streams need to be cooled down to around 5 °C. For those two coolers a refrigerant needs 

to be used as an utility stream. From table 18.1 in [55] we can estimate that the chilled brine is the 

appropriate refrigerant. Without heat integration, 11 heat exchangers are implemented into the 

system. In Appendix J detailed prices and type for all heat exchangers, reboiler and condenser (as a 

part of distillation column) are included.  

5.4.4. REACTORS  

Based on these calculations we decided to design 6 beds working in parallel. Then, at a certain time, 

two of the reactors are in the same stage. This assumption helps to keep the continuous production 

of methane. Reactor size was estimated based on the catalyst volume. Based on the assumptions 

discussed in section 5.2 the height, diameter and volume of the reactor were calculated. The size of 

the reactor is definitely limited by the volume of catalyst. It was calculated that for a production 

capacity of 150 t of MeOH per day, around 2000 m3 of the catalyst needs to be available per hour. 

This amount is impossible to place in one bed, this would give the reactor with 76 m height and 6 m 

diameter. The sizes for 3 beds configurations were also estimated, the best case for 3 beds reactors 

would be 36 m height and 5 m diameter. Economical comparison between 3 and 6 beds showed 

nonsignificant difference. Therefore, the decision was made to design 6 beds (25 m height and 4.5 m 

diameter) with 2 beds being in the same stage at a certain moment. Scaling factor 1.1 was included 

to overestimate size of the reactor. Pressure drop in designed bed is equal to 0.01 bar.  

5.5.  ECONOMICS 

One of the main evaluations of the chemical process is the economical evaluation. In this section 

we will determine the profitability of the process before heat integration and after heat integration 

and optimization. In all the stages of the design process, estimation of both the total capital 

investment (TCI) and the annual cost of manufacture (COM) are essential for the evaluation of 

process. The analysis of the economics includes costs of raw materials and utilities and annual cost 

of production. Furthermore, direct permanent investment is included, that is, the estimation of 

purchase cost of required equipment and the cost of its installation. It also includes  the cost of land 

and cost of starting up the plant. To measure the return of investment and complete the economical 

estimation annual sales revenue, total annual production cost, total annual pre-tax- and after-tax 

earnings, working capital and product manufacturing were calculated. All the costs refer to the cost 

index for 2018 year.  

Present value factor  

A new commercial venture must compete with the commercial interest rate (cost of capital). This is 

the annual rate at which the money is returned to investors for the use of their capital [55]. 

Investment in commercial chemical plant is considered to be always risky. Therefore, to be attractive 

for investors, the return of investment (ROI) must have a value greater than the interest rate (i). 

Degree of the risk involves a few main factors. For this project, an interest rate of 20 %. was 
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assumed. There is no new chemical products to be produced, thus there is a sure market for it at its 

projected price. For this plant the feedstock is available and the prices of the feedstock are rather 

known. However, the process is unknown and the technology involves some uncertainties. The (net) 

present value factor for future revenues was calculated from the Equation 44.  

𝑃𝑉 =
1

(1+𝑖)𝑛−1
  

 

Equation 44 
 

 

CAPEX  

The capital expenses (CAPEX) are the cost of the equipment and the initial investment necessary 

before production start. The equipment sizing and the cos of equipment were already discussed in 

section 5.4. Most of the equipment costs are given for carbon steel material. In this process 

corrosive materials are present. Therefore, more expensive material are needed. The stainless steel 

316 was used during the cost estimation. Therefore, the cost of the equipment was multiplied by 

factor of 1.3 (table 6.5 [53]).  

Capital cost estimates for chemical process are mostly based on the purchase cost of the equipment. 

The other costs are estimated as a factor of the equipment cost. In this process we assumed the 

Lang factor of 4.74 [53] for liquid processing plant.  

Detailed estimations can be obtained 

by using different Lang factors for 

different types of equipment. However, 

in this stage of our process we decided 

to use a single installation factor for the 

entire process. The location factor 

(Europe) is included in calculations. 

  

Figure 22 CAPEX including lang factor 4.74, costs in million euro.  

The biggest cost of the capital investments is the reactors (~ 11 M €). In our system we use 6 

relatively big reactors. The cost of distillation column is divided in two parts. The cost of the column 

is included in vessels and the cost for condenser and reboiler is included in the cost for the heat 

exchangers (Figure 22).  

Production cost  

A major consideration in determining the cost of the production is the feedstock material, natural 

gas, and the catalyst. The natural gas price was estimated based on the NG price statistics [56]. 

However, the price of the catalyst is unknown. The catalyst used in the process is a copper-based 

catalyst obtained by ion exchange of the zeolite with copper (II) nitrate trihydrate. The price was 

estimated based on prices of raw zeolite mordenite material used in petrochemical industry and 
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raw copper (II) nitrate trihydrate [57],[58] including 50 % overestimation for preparation of the 

catalyst. Except for the feedstock cost, the annual cost of utilities is listed below Table 6. The utilities 

include steam for heating, electricity, cooling water, process water and refrigeration.  

Table 6 The annual cost for feedstock and total utilities.  

 (€/year) (x/year) 

Methane   3 833 960 8916 t 

Catalyst 2 529 340 2602 t 

MP Steam  6 84 764 627 kt 

Nitrogen     512  50 kt 

Cooling water  160 414  7026 133 m3  

Process water Disposal  4 541  19890 m3 

Electricity  1 885 239  31.6 GW 

Refrigeration, 10F  80 819  14694 GJ 

Total Utilities (€/year) 8 716 291 - 

 

The total annual production cost includes the cost of labor related operations, maintenance, 

operating overhead property taxes and insurances, and cost of manufacture. Labor-related costs 

include direct wages and benefits (DW&B) calculated from an hourly rate of operators in the plant. 

In this design 3 operators per shift are assumed. A next category of the labor-related cost is 

associated with the maintenance of a proposed plant. The maintenance wages and benefits 

(MW&B) are estimated as a part of the total depreciable capital. The cost of manufacture is a sum 

of all above listed expenses, whereas the total production cost includes also general expenses, such 

as selling, research, administrative expenses etc. Figure 23 shows the annual cost of utilities and raw 

materials. It can be clearly seen that the biggest annual cost is due to the feedstock and catalyst 

(42 % of raw material). 

For this chemical process, the initial investments costs are high, but the potential profits per year 

are low. Total annual cost of production is higher than annual sales (52 M € and 31 M € respectively). 

For this stage of design it is sure, that investment in this process will not bring any return of cost. 

However, the estimation was made before heat integration and before process optimization. In a 

next step of the design, more attention will be put on the cost reduction.  

 

Figure 23 Annual cost including raw materials and utilities.  
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5.6.  HEAT INTEGRATION  

In this section the heat integration for the process will be discussed. Heat integration is an essential 

part of plant design. The main goal of this discussion is to estimate if heat integration in our design 

will bring any economical advantage. Heat integration attempts to utilize the energy in the high-

temperature streams that need to be cooled to heat the cold streams where possible. The first heat 

exchangers network (HEN) was designed without using the energy of the high-temperature streams.  

Without integration there is a certain amount of energy which needs to be provided/removed from 

the system. This energy will be compared with the energy necessary to be added/removed from the 

system after heat integration.  

During the heat integration of the process the heat cascade graph was made, to estimate the 

minimum allowable temperature between the heating and cooling utility. The cascade graph shows 

the overall heat balance for cooling and heating utilities with estimated ΔTmin. The next step was to 

create the composite and grand composite curve which provide an information on how easy heat 

integration will be with the defined ΔTmin. From the composite curve graph we can estimate the 

pinch temperature – the point where the heating and cooling line are closest to each other. The 

heat integration can be done only above or below the pinch point. Using these graphs heat 

integration can be done. For the heat integration, an online programme was used FI2EPI. 

The data implemented into the FI2EPI program were taken from the Aspen Plus flowsheet. Aspen 

Plus gives the information about the flow rate, temperature differences and the duty of the streams. 

With that information the heat capacity can be calculated. The results from the calculations are 

implemented in the heat integrations streams table in Appendix G. During the heat integration 

reboiler and condenser from distillation column were included. However, a different method was 

used to calculate the heat capacity. Here, the temperature change was assumed to be 1 °C. 

During the heat integration, the FI2EPI program gave some errors and the integration was possible 

only within a few streams. After analysing the problem analyse, the stream P-2 (Table 22) turned to 

be the reason of the error. The stream P-2 is the water supplied into the reactor during desorption 

step. In this step the phase change takes place. The decision was made to remove this stream from 

the program and take it into account separately during the efficiency calculations. After this 

decision, the heat integration could be done. Figure 24 shows the heat cascade for the process. 

From this figure we can clearly see that there is no hot utility needed. All the cold streams present 

in this process can be heated up by using the hot process stream. Stream 8 (P-48) provide enough 

heat to exchange it with cold streams. This can reduce the cost of hot utilities because no steam in 

needed.  
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Figure 24 Heat cascade for the process.  

Figure 25 shows the composite curve. The overlapping between hot and cold composite curves 

determines the maximum extent of internal heat exchange between hot and cold streams (above 

9000 kW). The ‘over-shoot’ of hot composite curve (beyond cold composite curve) indicates the 

minimum amount of external cold utility required for the process. Pinch divides the complete heat 

integration problem in two parts. Above pinch region and below pinch region. The composite curve 

does not show the pinch point, as no hot utility is needed. The grand composite curve is basically a 

graphical representation of the heat cascade.  
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Figure 25 Composite curve 

 

Figure 26 Global composite curve  

 

Figure 27 shows the heat exchangers network after heat integration. All of the cold streams can be 

integrated with the hot stream number 8. The heat integration is made below the pinch. Stream P-

2 is not included in the heat integration, as it can be heated up separately in a furnace. However, 

there is still a lot heat available from the stream 8 (3.8 MW) which can be exchanged. This energy is 

used to heat up a part of stream P-2. This stream is heated to the evaporation temperature 

(Qrequired = 204 kW) and then from this point the stream is heated to required temperature 

(Qrequired =1362 kW). The temperature difference in the stream 8 in enough to heat up stream P-2 

into required temperature. The 204 kW of energy is integrated with the stream 8. Part of 1362 kW 

can be integrated with the stream number 6 (648 kW) and with the stream number 3. However only 

60 % (769 kW) of the total heat in the stream 3 can be exchanged due to temperature limitations. 

The graphical representation of the heat integration in this system can be found in Appendix G 

Figure 43.  
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Figure 27 Heat integration for the system  

Table 7 shows the efficiency of the heat integration in the process. From this table we can clearly 

see that around 47 % of the hot utilities and 41 % of cold utilities can be saved. This gives 2.1 million 

euro of annual savings.  

Table 7 Heat integration efficiency  

 
Without heat  

integration (MW) 
With heat 

integration (MW) 
Efficiency 

(%) 

Heating  13.66 7.19 47% 

Cooling  12.61 7.47 41% 

 

After heat integration the heat utility that needs to be supplied into the system is 7.19 MW. The 

cost of steam required is equal to 3.1 million € per year. The heating up with electricity was 

considered, however the cost of energy required is higher per year (5.2 million €).  

Another option was also considered, as the stream P-2 requires a lot of energy due to heating up 

cold water to 200 °C and phase transition. Instead of heating up the stream P-2, we could buy and 

supply steam directly into the reactor. However, this options turned out to be also more expensive 

than cost of all utilities after the heat integration.  
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5.6.1. OPTIMIZATION 

The heat integration for the existing process was made in the previous section (5.6). However, to 

improve the system we decided to use another separation way of methanol, hydrogen and water 

stream. Originally, the mixture of gases is released from the reactor at temperature 200 °C, cooled 

down to 100 °C and them compressed to 3 bars and cooled in two stages from 249 °C to 35 °C to 

5 °C to completely remove hydrogen from the system. In the proposed alternative, the mixture of 

gases after compression to 3 bar is cooled down from 249 °C to 110 °C and partially condensed. 

A large part of energy from this stream is used to heat up a cold streams in the system (1, 2 and 5. 

see Figure 28).  

After complete heat integration, 4.3 MW of energy is still available at a temperature of 212 °C. This 

energy is used to heat up the water cold stream entering the reactor (stream P-4). Evaporation of 

water in this step requires a large amount of energy which can be partially covered by stream 8 

(Figure 28). The energy required to completely heat up stream P-4 is 8.1 MW. From this value, 

4.3 MW can be covered by stream 8 and the rest needs to be supply into the system by medium 

pressure steam. The change in the system configuration (Figure 43) led to a reduced usage of cold 

and hot utilities by 37 and 47 %, respectively, compared to the integrated values from section 5.6. 

Appendix K shows the flowsheet of the optimized system.  

 

Figure 28 Heat integration of new system with optimized hydrogen separation.  
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5.7.  CONCLUSIONS  

All commercial methanol technologies comprise four process sections: 1) synthesis gas preparation, 

2) methanol synthesis, 3) methanol purification, 4) utilities. The preparation of synthesis gas and 

compression typically accounts for around 60 % of the capital investments and almost all the energy 

is consumed at this stage in the methanol production process. The steam methane reforming 

technology consumes from 33 to 37 GJ of energy per metric ton of methanol [59], which results in 

~60 % energy efficiency. The total energy consumed during direct methane to methanol conversion 

via selective anaerobic oxidation of methane is ~ 37 GJ per metric ton of methanol. This gives an 

energy efficiency of the process equal to 57 %. Thus, the efficiency of the designed process is almost 

equal the efficiency of already existing and optimized process. However, any improvement of our 

process will increase the energy efficiency in comparison to the well-established conventional 

process. Detailed calculations showed in Appendix I. 

The carbon efficiency of the process was calculated based on the methanol production. The CO2 and 

the purge is included in the calculations. The carbon efficiency of the conventional process was 

estimated to be 75 %. For our process the carbon efficiency is equal 72 %. Detailed calculations 

showed in Appendix I.  

The economical evaluation showed that at this moment this process is not yet viable at commercial 

scale. The total sales are 20 million € lower than the total production cost based on the base case 

The CAPEX is mostly depended on the reactors cost. More than 50 % of the total equipment cost 

are reactors. The size of the reactors is determined by the volume of the catalyst. Because of the 

large amount of catalyst necessary to cover the required production of methanol, the reactors are 

also relatively big.  

During the desorption step 26 000 m3/hr of steam needs to be produced. Before entering the 

reactor, water stream is heated up to 200 °C. The energy required to completely heat up this stream 

is 8.1 MW. After methanol desorption this stream has to be cooled down to temperature 5 °C to 

recover separate hydrogen from the methanol-water mixture. The desorption step is the most 

energy consuming part during the process. Adsorption of CH3OH on the catalyst surface is quite 

strong, making addition of at least two moles of water is necessary to decrease the ΔG of the 

reaction from +50 kJ/mol to -4 kJ/mol. This allows the reaction to occur. In this design we assumed 

that the ratio of water to methanol is 10:1. However, potentially a lower excess of water can be 

applied. This will significantly decrease the energy required for the steam production. The influence 

of water applied into the system on the energy consumption will be investigated in sensitivity 

analysis.  

The heat integration of the system showed that almost half of the hot utilities and 41 % of cold 

utilities can be saved. This can cut the total cost of utilities from 8.7 to 5.1 million €. In the optimized 

case after heat integration an extra capex might be needed for extra heat exchangers. However, the 

estimated extra caper is relatively (0.6 million €) compare to total capex (131 million €). A typical 

methanol plant ten years ago would produce form 0.9 to 1.0 metric tonnes of carbon dioxide per 

tonne of methanol produced. However, the last implementation of efficiency improvement some 
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facilities reports the emission of CO2 as low as 0.54 tonnes of CO2 per tonne of methanol produced 

[60]. For both the conventional process and the selective anaerobic oxidation process studied in this 

report, this value is calculated to be in the range of 0.47-0.50 tonne of CO2 per tonne of methanol 

produced. Many optimizations need to be done before bringing this process into large scale, 

however the difference in energy consumption, simplicity of the process and relatively low amount 

of CO2 produced makes this process interesting and worth to investigate in future. Next sections will 

include proposal for optimization, sensitivity analysis of the process and final discussion.  

5.8.  SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS  

For this chemical process the investment costs are relatively large to compare with the sales. The 

total costs of production (51 million €) are higher than annual sales (31 million €). The process is 

relatively sensitive to a change in cost such as raw material costs, investments and product costs. In 

this section we investigated the a multiple criteria which can play an important role in decreasing 

the cost of production, especially the copper loading, time of the cycle, pressure influence.  

5.8.1. CATALYST LOADING  

Copper containing zeolites, such as Cu-MOR, have been currently reported to be the most efficient 

catalyst for the selective anaerobic oxidation of methane. Different ways of preparation of the 

catalyst show a different activities. The Cu-MOR prepared by solid-state ion exchange has higher 

activity than catalyst prepared by the liquid-phase ion exchange procedure. However, no more than 

5 wt.% of copper was achieved. The sites responsible for methanol complex production are CuOCu. 

Increasing the loading of the copper on the catalyst surface can strongly influence the number of 

active sites. However, the copper ions exchanged on the catalyst surface are strongly depend on the 

cation exchange capacity (CEC) of the natural zeolite. Based on the measurement that has been 

done, the exchange rate from natural zeolite was 2.6 mmol/gzeolite [61]. Which gives 16.64 wt. % of 

copper. Another research showed that chemical activated natural zeolite can reach 9.1 mmol/gzeolite 

which led to 58 wt. % of copper on the catalyst surface [62]. In this sensitivity analysis the influence 

of a different loading of copper was investigated. The change of the copper loading was investigated 

for previously assumed capacity of the plant (150 t/day). The change of copper sites influences 

essentially the size of the reactors and the price for the catalyst. Increasing the number of active 

sites from 5 to 7.5 wt. % led to reduction of the number of reactors from 6 to 3. Further increase 

significantly reduces the cost of equipment and the total production cost (TPC).  

Table 8 The influence of copper loading on the catalyst surface. Cost in million euro .  

Copper loading Catalyst cost  
[M €/yr] 

Reactor cost  
[M €] 

Net earnings  
[M €/yr] 

ROI 

5 wt % 2.53 12.5 -13.30 -0.053 
10 wt % 1.35 7.04 -6.95 -0.036 
16.64 wt % 0.89 4.31 -4.57 -0.027 
20 wt% 0.77 3.72 -3.94 -0.024 
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Figure 29 shows the influence of the copper loading on the catalyst surface. It can be clearly seen 

that the TPC decreases almost twice. When 20 wt. % of copper is reached the TPC nonsignificant 

changes due to copper price. Copper is more expensive than zeolite. The estimation was made with 

assumption that 41 % of the active sites is activated during the activation step. However, the 

influence on the catalyst activity based on the higher copper loading is not known yet.  

Next, the lifetime of the catalyst was 

assumed to be 1 year. Catalyst lifetime 

depends essentially on process 

conditions. The temperature is the 

dominant factor in controlling the rate of 

sintering of metallic and oxidic species.  

Methanol is produced industrially from 

synthesis gas mixture at pressure from 

50 to 100 bar and at temperature from 

200 to 300C over Cu/ZnO/Al2O3. At 

those conditions the copper zinc oxide 

catalyst deactivates very slowly with an 

estimated life time of 3-4 years [63]. Therefore to reduce the annual investment cost the catalyst 

life time should be longer than 1 year. The change of the catalyst lifetime can reduce the ROI from 

-0.053 to -0.048 for 1 year and 4 years catalyst lifetime, respectively.  

5.8.2. CYCLE TIME 

The cycle time assumed in this design was 60 minutes. However, if we assume that reaction rates 

are strongly influenced by the higher pressure, the time for this part of reaction can be significantly 

reduced. Based on data from literature and the calculations, we estimated the kinetic curve and the 

influence of the pressure on the conversion of active sites. According to Figure 30, a pressure 37 bar 

should reduce the time of methane reaction step to less than one minute. For further analysis one 

minute reaction step will be assumed.  
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Figure 30 Estimated kinetic curve for conversion of active sites depending on the pressure. 

Much research has been done towards different desorption conditions. Temperature of the 

desorption varied from 135 to 200 °C and the water content from 7 to 50 vol.% [28],[31],[43],[64], 

[65]. The experiments showed that a higher content of water can significantly reduce the time of 

the desorption step. Increasing the water content from 3 to 18 vol.% at 200 °C can reduce the time 

of this step from 1 hour to 20 minutes. Application of non-diluted steam should be able to desorb 

methanol completely within 5 minutes [45]. In our design the time of desorption with non-diluted 

steam was assumed to be 20 minutes. This assumption done with a large overestimation. For further 

analysis, 5 minutes will be assumed as desorption time.  

Lastly, the time of the drying step needs to be considered. After the desorption, water traces on the 

catalyst surface need to be removed from the catalyst surface. Originally, we assumed that this step 

is carried at 200 °C within 20 minutes. It is important to make sure that there is no water on the 

catalyst surface. The complete dehydration can be done within 30 s at higher temperatures (450 °C). 

At lower temperatures longer heating time is required. Therefore, we decide to lower the time of 

drying step to 13 minutes to make sure that all water is removed from the catalyst surface. 

Combination of all these steps will give us an optimal cycle time of 20 minutes (1 minute reaction; 

1 minute purge; 5 minutes desorption, 13 minutes dehydration).  

In this analysis we assume the copper loading 5 wt.% and capacity of the plant 150 t/day. Table 9 

shows the differences between the 20 and 60 minutes cycle time. The production of methanol per 

hour is the same. However, the biggest influence of the shorter time we can see in the catalyst 

capacity per cycle. The reduction of the cycle times by factor three, reduced the catalyst weight 

three times. The shorter cycle time led to more efficient usage of the catalyst per hour. The 

reduction of the catalyst size, significantly reduces the catalyst price and the reactor size (cost).  

Table 9 shows the comparison between the cost for reactors, catalyst and annual utilities cost for 

the 20 and 60 minutes cycles. We can clearly see that the price of catalyst dropped by factor of three 

and the price for the reactors is 2.7 times lower. The cost of reactors were calculated for 6 reactors 

19 m height and 3 m diameter. The overall economical balance for 20 minutes cycle time is still 
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negative, the earnings are 9 million lower than total annual production cost. However, the 

difference is lower than for a 60 minutes cycle time.  

Table 9 Comparison between equipment cost and utilities cost for cycle time  of 20 and 60 minutes.  

Cycle time 
[min] 

Capacity  
[t/cycle] 

Catalyst 
[t/cycle] 

Catalyst cost  
[M €/yr] 

Reactor 
cost  

[M €] 

Net 
earnings  
[M €/yr] 

ROI 

60 6.3 1528 2.53 12.5 -13.30 -0.053 
20 2.1 508 0.84 5.01 -5.34 -0.030 

 

5.8.3. WATER LOADING  

During the desorption step we assumed a loading of water of10:1 water to methanol molar ratio. 

As it was mentioned in section 5.7, a minimum of 2 moles of water need to be applied into the 

system to make the desorption step possible and lower ΔG to -4 kJ/mol. Addition of more water will 

make the desorption step faster. However, the more water implemented into the system the more 

energy needs to be used for heating up and condensing the water. Further analysis will show the 

influence on the water loading on the total energy consumption on the system. We are going to 

consider the loading of water with molar ratio to methanol of 3:1, 5:1 and 10:1.  

The sensitivity analysis in this section include the heat exchangers design, distillation column design 

and optimization and heat integration for a new water loading conditions. The price of heat 

exchangers, utilities and total annual production cost were compared based on the water content. 

Results from this analysis are showed in Table 29.  

It is clear that a lower amount of water strongly decreases the energy required for the desorption 

step. Simultaneously, decreasing the total energy consumed for methanol production from 6.28 to 

2.99 GJ/tMeOH for water loading 10:1 and 3:1 respectively. Lower amount of water influence also a 

distillation column. Decrease to 5:1 and 2:1 water loading led to smaller distillation column. It was 

possible to reduce the size of column from 25 to 20 stages. Which yield 7 m shorter and 2 m 

narrower column. There was no difference in column size between 3:1 and 5:1 water loading.  

Heat integration was done to check the total utilities necessary in the system. The total price for the 

utilities, after heat integration, was 8.08, 5.53 and 5.32 M €/year for the ratio 10:1, 5:1 and 3:1 

respectively. The best possibilities for heat integration were found when the biggest amount of 

water was loaded into the system. As a result of heat integration it was possible to save 48 % of hot 

utilities and 61 % of cold utilities for loading 10:1. The water loading 5:1 showed 44 % and only 1 % 

savings of cold and hot utilities respectively. The least acceptable results of heat integration were 

found for the loading 3:1. After heat integration it was possible to reduce 51 % of the cooling 

utilities, however, the hot utilities usage increased 22% due to insufficient heat available in the hot 

stream. The total prices for utilities increased 1 million € per year after heat integration.  

Overall, the biggest influence of the water content is on the total energy usage for methanol 

production. This can be reduced by a factor of 2.8. However the total cost for heat exchangers and 
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the total annual production cost do not vary significantly with the water content change. The heat 

integration, distillation column design and summary of the water content influence can be found in 

Appendix M.I. 

The sensitivity analysis was done based on a few factors, such as: catalyst loading, cycle time, 

reaction pressure, water content. Results showed that improvement of only one factor is not 

enough. To make this process profitable, at least a few of these factors needs to be improved 

together. In next section we are going to show what are the minimum conditions of the process and 

which parameters are necessary to improve to make this process viable.  

5.9.  FINAL ESTIMATION  

The heat integration of the system was explained in the section 5.6 and. As the alternatives turns to 

be more efficient and led to total hot utilities savings of 72 % we decided to use the optimized 

system in further sensitivity analysis. The optimized heat integration lower the cost of heat 

exchangers around 28 %. The next step is to increase the copper loading on the catalyst surface. For 

this we decides to use an optimal 10 wt. % of copper on the catalyst surface. The copper loading 

significantly change the size and cost of the reactors. The same capacity of the plant, can be obtained 

with twice smaller volume of the catalyst. The cost of the catalyst dropped significantly in the same 

time decreasing the total production costs. The size of the equipment and the energy required for 

the system did not change. However, those two factors (copper loading and optimized heat 

integration) were not enough to obtain the positive value of net earnings.  

In the next step, we decided to implement the shorter time of reaction (20 min) discussed above. 

Due to the shorter cycle time, and hence more cycles per year, a lower amount of catalyst is 

required, which reduces the size of the reactor. The overall analysis showed that time reduction 

decreased the total production cost because of significantly lower amount of solid and smaller 

reactors.  

The most energy consuming step in the process, hydrolysis, needs to be optimized to reduce the 

cost. Operation with lower water loading will bring a beneficial for the system as lower energy 

consumption, lower utilities and lower equipment costs. Reduction of water content from 10:1 to 

5:1 molar ratio will reduce the total energy consumption of the process from 4.06 to 3.66 GJ/tMeOH. 

Relatively huge impact of the water loading in on the utilities cost. Lower water loading decrease 

the utilities usage from 4 million € to 2.4 million € per day. Because of the lower flow of the process 

stream, also the price for the compressors and heat exchangers used during desorption dropped.  

By implementation of all factors as heat integration optimization, copper loading, cycle time and 

water loading, it was possible to reduce the total production costs. The final net present earnings 

reached 2.1 million € per year and ROI 0.018 (Table 10). 
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Table 10 Sensitivity analysis including different improved factors. *Equipment cost exclude Lang factor 4.74, and location factor 1.19 

 BASE Case Heat integration 
optimization  

copper loading 
[10 %] 

cycle time 
[20 min] 

water loading 
[5:1] 

Energy consumption 
(GJ/tMeOH) 

10.1 4.06 4.06 4.06 3.66 

      
Reactor cost (M €) 12.5 12.5 7.04 2.8 2.8 
Equipment costs (M €)* 10.6 10.2 10.2 10.2 7.3 
Utilities cost (M €/year) 9.0 4.1 4.1 4.1 2.4 
      
Total Sales (M €/year) 31.4 31.4 31.4 31.4 31.4 
Total production costs  
(M €/year) 

52.2 49.7 41.0 34.0 28.1 

Net earnings (M €/year ) -13.5 -11.9 -6.27 -1.7 2.1 
ROI -0.053 -0.048 -0.032 -0.011 0.018 

 

However, this optimization is still not enough to bring the process up to profitable scale. We 

estimated that an increase of 10 % of market price for methanol and hydrogen, and 20% increase 

of the annual production per year are minimum to obtain a positive return of investment after 14 

years. The graph below (Figure 31) represents the graphical interpretation of the NPV over time.  

 

Figure 31 Net present value of the investment over the time.  
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6. CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS  

6.1.  CONCLUSIONS 

The design project started with the formulation of the design problem: a need for a novel efficient 

technology for direct conversion of methane to valuable chemicals. The needs and requirements of 

the stakeholders involved in this project were investigated. Based on this, the main goals of the 

project were found: 

1. Come to a novel route of direct methane conversion.  

2. Design and optimization of the large scale process (comparable with already existing 

technologies)  

Firstly, the already existing technologies were broadly investigated to create an overview of the 

possibilities and to exclude the ideas which were checked with no success. Then the main process, 

a selective anaerobic oxidation of methane to methanol was investigated and designed in this PDEng 

project. Based on using mesoporous zeolites, a novel catalyst that allows the direct methane 

conversion was used. The methanol produced is a less stable compound than methane, therefore, 

it is not possible to convert methane directly to methanol. A chemical looping approach was 

proposed for this methane to methanol production. Such an approach was already proposed to 

other processes. During chemical looping, the fuel does not contact directly with oxidant, and the 

copper based catalyst is able to create the intermediate methanol complex on the catalyst surface 

that is more stable than methanol. The design was based on the lab results from research of 

Jeroen A. van Bokhoven and his group [28].  

As part of the project and before the design, many experiments were conducted to prove that the 

production of methanol via direct selective anaerobic oxidation of methane is actually possible. As 

result of the experiments, we confirmed that methanol can be produced after catalytic activation 

with air and N2O, and that a higher pressure of methane increases the methanol yield.  

After the experimental confirmation of the proof of principle, the design part of the project started. 

We designed a medium size plant for direct methane conversion with a capacity of the plant of 

150 tMeOH per day. As a result, the cost estimation of the designed process showed that the main 

capital cost of the plant is due to the reactors. Due to a low copper loading, responsible for the 

active sites, the large volume of catalyst particles required was leading to a large size of the reactors. 

The most energy consuming step is the desorption of methanol, as a large amount of water needs 

to be evaporated before being introduced as steam into the reactor. The reactor effluent has to be 

cooled down from 200C to around 5C to separate the hydrogen produced from the system. After 

heat integration and optimization of the system, it was possible to reduce the total energy use to 

37 GJ/tMeOH. This makes the process, as designed, performing quite comparable to current industrial 

methanol production (around 34 GJ/tMeOH). The energy efficiency of the optimized system reached 

57 %, which gives also a similar result to the efficiency of the already existing commercial process 

(60 %). Further optimization is needed to outperform the conventional process.  
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Economical estimation of the designed process showed, that despite the energy efficiency, the 

annual total costs of production are higher than the total sales. Reduction of the costs is therefore 

necessary. After the base case design, a sensitivity analysis was done to estimate the possibilities of 

the process and to point to some of the most important factors which need to be improved. The 

influence of copper loading, cycle time and steam supply was checked. Results showed that doubling 

the copper loading on the catalyst surface significantly reduces the raw material cost and the size 

of the reactors. Similarly, a shorter cycle time increases the time-averaged catalyst utilization 

efficiency as the same amount of catalyst can be used more often. Thereby, the size of the reactors 

and the raw material costs decreased significantly. The total production costs decreased. Increase 

of the total water content leads to the reduction of energy, cost of compressors and pumps and cost 

of utilities.  

The sensitivity analysis showed that improvement by a single factor, for the parameters mentioned 

above, does not improve the process efficient sufficient to make it economical viable. A final 

optimized case has been evaluated, using 20 minutes of cycle time, 10 wt. % copper loading and 5:1 

water to methanol molar ratio. These results showed that under these conditions, the break-even 

point is approximately reached, with the total production cost are lower than the total net earnings 

(ROI of 0.018). We estimated that an increase of 10 % of market price for methanol and hydrogen, 

and 20 % increase of the annual production are needed to obtain the return of investment after 

14 years at the assumed interest rate of 20%.  

 

6.2.  FUTURE WORK & RECOMMENDATIONS  

The economic analysis showed that the direct methanol production via selective anaerobic 

oxidation of methane still needs large improvement. There are a couple of challenges which have a 

strong impact on the process. The direct production of methanol is a holy grail of chemical 

engineering. A process that is able, in feasible way, to convert MtM directly, will bring only 

advantages, especially in view of the potential energy savings in comparison to current technologies. 

Therefore, the work on this topic should be continued. In this section some recommendations will 

be proposed to help improve further investigations.  

The copper loading on the catalyst surface: As stated in the project, the catalyst loading on the 

catalyst surface significantly influence the process viability. Until now, the maximum copper loading 

obtained via ion exchange was 5 wt.%. The selectivity analysis showed that double increase of 

copper on the catalyst surface can reduce the cost of raw materials twice and the size (cost) of the 

reactors around 40 %. More research has to be done on the ion exchange method.  

The cycle time: During the sensitivity analysis, the cycle time was reduced from 1 h to 20 minutes. 

The time reduction strongly reduce the amount of required catalyst. It is possible to use the same 

catalyst a few times within a certain time range. 
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Longer material life time: In our design we assumed that the life time of the catalyst material is one 

year. However, a typical life time of the copper catalyst for current methanol production was found 

to be 3 to 5 years. Our assumption was not based on the confirmed data, because there is no 

information available about the life time of CuMOR catalyst. Duration tests for the CuMOR catalyst 

under dynamic (cyclic) conditions are therefore recommended.  

Gas/liquid separation method: During the design we decided to separate the hydrogen from the 

liquid by cooling the process stream. To obtain 99.6 % recovery of hydrogen with high purity it was 

necessary to cool down the stream to 5 °C at the pressure 3 bar. However, due to the large water 

content in the stream, this operation requires a lot of energy. Alternative possibilities for hydrogen 

separation as PSA or membrane were considered, see Appendix L. The PSA system turned out to be 

a more expensive option. After discussing the idea with the membrane research group it was 

concluded that it is not recommendable to introduce the membrane in the process. In principle, 

organic nano-filtration (ONF) would be an option. A membrane could be introduced in the last part, 

separation H2O/CH3OH but the amount of material that is necessary will not compensate the 

substitution of a distillation column. These ideas were not investigated in further detail.  

CAPEX reduction: To reduce the cost of the methanol plant, the CAPEX needs to be lowered. In our 

current design we assumed the capacity of the plant to be 150 tMeOH/day. Scale up to a higher 

capacity might help to reduce the capital investment costs.  

To conclude, a few methods for the conversion of methane to methanol under mild conditions have 

been evaluated. Direct selective anaerobic oxidation of methane results in a low methanol yield and 

required a huge amount of catalyst due to low material productivity. This work was a first large scale 

design for the proposed methane conversion route. The results showed that many improvements 

are still necessary before this process can be applied at large scale.  
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8. APPENDIX 
 

A. DESIGN METHODOLOGY  

 

 

Figure 32 Transformations of needs into requirements [4].
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B. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

Table 11 Conditions, advantages and disadvantages of SMR, dry reforming and POX of methane – summary.  

 CO : H2 

molar ratio 

Reaction Temperature

°C 

Pressure, 

MPa 

Catalyst Disadvantages Advantages 

st
e
a

m
 r

e
fo

rm
in

g
 

1:3 endothermic 
 

850 1-4 Ni  High-pressure steam excess 

needed to suppress coke 

formation 

 Ni catalyst contribute to coke 

formation  

 High temperature required in 

order to favor H2 and CO at 

equilibrium 

 Widely used to generate 

syngas for the production of 

methanol. Mature technology. 

d
r
y

 r
e
fo

r
m

in
g
 

2:1 endothermic  

 

913  Ir/Al2O3 

Ir/Eu2O3  
Ru/Eu2O

3 

 

 Easy catalyst deactivation  

 CO2 excess needed to remove 

the coke  

  

 Consumption of two 

greenhouse gases (CO2 and 
CH4)  

p
a

r
ti

a
l 

o
x
id

a
ti

o
n

 

1:2 exothermic 

 

1100-1200 

450-900 

723-773 

 

 

10 bar 

Ru/TiO2 

Ni/Al2O3 

Ni, Co 

 Extremely explosive mixture 

of methane and oxygen 

 Difficult reaction to control at 

high temperature [8] 

 Hot spot formation and 

overheating possibility [2] 

 The usage of nearly pure O2 

circumvents the coking 

problems [8] 

 Oxidation reaction occurs 

directly without the initial 

formation of CO2 and H2O [8]. 
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Table 12 Non oxidative coupling of methane, detailed information for different research.  

References Conditions Comments 

 T [K] Catalyst  

[13] n.a n.a  Direct conversion of CH4 in a super acid medium (1970).  

[66] n.a n.a  The various metals in heterogeneous catalysts can 

chemisorb CH4 and can decompose CH4 to C  and H2 at 

higher temperatures.  

 A “two step” process reported 

[67] n.a Pt, Ru, Co 

(EUROPT1) 

 “Two step” reaction studied.  

 The C – C bonding takes place between H-deficient CHx 

formed during the first step of methane chemisorption.  

 The H2 saturated the alkane precursors in the second step 

and removed them from the surface.  

[68] 593 

393 

Pt/SiO2, 

Ru/SiO2, 

 Dual temperature two-steps reactions studied. 

 Selectivity to heavier alkanes increased with the lowering 

of hydrogenation temperature (negligible effect at 

temperatures lower than 393 K, variations of products 

attributed to the changes affected from chemisorption of 

methane)  

[69] n.a Co/SiO2, 

Ru/SiO2, 

 First step is dissociation of CH4 on the metal surface to H2 

and carbide form.  

 Step two is production of higher hydrocarbons via 

hydrogenation of H2 

 C – C bonds created during hydrogenation step  

 C – C route formation related to Fisher Tropsh reaction 

route.  

[70] n.a Cu-promoted 

Ru/SiO2, 

 Enhanced formation of C2H6 to higher hydrocarbons in the 

two-step process with bimetallic catalyst. 

[2] 523 Co – Pt/ NaY 

Co – Pt/ Al2O3 

 

 Chemisorption of CH4 and subsequent hydrogenation of 

CHx species.  

 All CHx species hydrogenated in the second step with 

selectivity of C+ close to 84 %.  

[70] n.a Co – Pt/ NaY  The two-step process could be reduced to one reaction 

with a C2+ hydrocarbons production higher than obtained 

during a two-step process.  

 n.a unsupported 

Ru, Pt catalysts 

 An increase of reaction pressure increased the branching 

and molecular weight distribution of the products.  

[71] 773 Pt-SO4/ ZrO2  Dehydrogenative coupling of CH4 without any oxidation.  
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Table 13 An overview on direct conversion of CH4 to halogens.  

References Conditions Comments 

 T [K] Catalyst Reactants  

[43] 476 

 

Pt/Al2O3 CH4 : Cl  34 % conversion of methane to 

monochloromethane with 96% of selectivity 

[49] 603  CH4:Br  methane conversions above 90% accompanied 

by high CH2Br2 selectivity above 90% 

 conversion and selectivity increases with excess 

amount of bromine in the feed 

 the bromination reaction takes place in a well-

mixed reactor (CSTR) 

[50]  Rh/SiO2 CH4:Br  The reaction started from the oxidation of HBr to 

form active bromine, which in turn reacted with 

CH4 to form CH3 radicals and CH3 surface 

species. These CH3 and CH3 species reacted with 

the active bromine species to form CH3Br and 

CH2Br2 

 The CO and CO2 formation over Rh/SiO2 at 

reaction temperature higher than 560 °C.  
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C. REACTOR CONFIGURATIONS – LITERATURE REVIEW.  

I. MEMBRANE REACTORS FOR METHANE CONVERSION 

It was found that membrane reactors can be used for kinetically fast, strongly exothermic 

heterogeneous reactions. The main advantages of catalytic membrane reactors are: i) low selectivity 

to thermal runaways, due to the conversion control by transport phenomena, ii) no formation of 

explosive mixtures due to reactants separation, iii) pressure gradient over membrane leads to on 

increased conversion of the key reactant [29]. The highly explosive CH4-air mixture is the main safety 

problem in combustion of natural gas, making the process hard to control. Researches proposed a 

membrane reactors with porous barrier, where the feeds are loaded to the reactor separately from 

the opposite sides of the barrier [72].  

The use of a membrane can lead to almost complete conversion of methane to hydrogen and carbon 

dioxide even at low temperatures. The hydrogen produced during this operation is free of CO and 

CO2 and can be applied to a polymer or alkali electrolyte fuel cell [73]. Membrane reactors are widely 

investigated due to mechanical and chemical stability and high selectivity towards hydrogen during 

conversion of methane [74]. 

Oxidative coupling of methane converts methane directly to C2 products (ethane and ethylene). The 

main problem in this technology is the relatively low selectivity and yield to the desired C2 products 

when plug flow reactors are installed [75]. The low selectivity is an effect of the thermodynamic and 

kinetic preference for undesired products, such as carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide, which are 

formed through direct methane combustion [76]. It has been showed that the undesired C1 products 

are formed in two ways: i) via combustion and reforming reactions directly from methane and 

oxygen, ii) indirectly by further oxidation of ethane and ethylene [77]. Due to the weaker C-H bonds 

of ethane and ethylene in comparison to methane, complete oxidation of the desired products 

occurs. Previous research showed that higher selectivity might be easily obtained when the degree 

of mixing between products and reactants and the partial pressure of oxygen are relatively low.  

To achieve the above-mentioned conditions, plug flow membrane reactors can be used. Such a 

configuration allows for a controlled flux of O2 along the reactor and leads to a higher selectivity 

towards the desired products. Membrane reactors decrease the oxygen partial pressure at the 

entrance of the reactor and lower the rates of the reactions leading to the combustion products 

[78],[79].  

During the oxidative coupling of methane, water and COx are always formed increasing the costs of 

the reaction system. To avoid water and carbon oxide formation the non-oxidative process may be 

applied by using the permeable membrane reactors. 
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The non-oxidative coupling of methane takes place at high temperatures and the conversion is 

thermodynamically limited. By removing hydrogen from the right side of the reactions the ethane 

conversion may increase. Removal of the H2 may occur via the membrane in the reactor [80] [81].  

2𝐶𝐻4 → 𝐶2𝐻6 + 𝐻2 ∆𝐺1000𝐾
0 = 71.14 kJ/mol  Equation 45 

2𝐶𝐻4 → 𝐶2𝐻4 + 2𝐻2 ∆𝐺1000𝐾
0 = 57.25 kJ/mol  Equation 46 

 

Several membrane-based reactors were employed and investigated by many researchers. In theory, 

the use of membranes shows a promising route to increase the yield of desired products. However, 

there are many disadvantages that decrease the membrane reactors potential on an industrial scale, 

including the membrane costs, poisoning and coking. The membrane poisoning is one of the 

fundamental problem. The catalytic activity and stability decrease due to the formation of CO, H2S, 

SO2 and carbon compounds [82]. 

It is not possible to avoid the carbon formation during the dehydrogenation of hydrocarbons as a 

result of the side reactions taking place at high temperatures. The carbon can block the surface of 

the catalyst, foul the reactor and plug the unit or membrane. Another problem is the cost of 

membrane materials. The Pd noble metal is expensive and the separation of the pure hydrogen does 

not provide a sufficient return of the investments [83]. The solution of this problem might be the 

use of thinner Pd layer and extra membrane supports, which are less costly than the use of Pd noble 

metal alone. Moreover, most of the 

methane-coupling reactions occur at high 

temperatures, which are too high for Pd-

based membranes [84],[85].  

Figure 33 shows a novel co-ionic membrane 

reactor for direct methane to aromatics 

conversion. Methane is converted to 

benzene and hydrogen over a Mo/zeolite 

catalyst. Hydrogen is transported as protons 

to the sweep side. Oxide ions are 

transported to the reaction medium to 

react with H2 and form steam as an 

intermediate, before reacting with coke to 

form CO and H2 [86].  

Membrane reactors were proposed for non-

oxidative methane dehydroaromatization 

(6CH4 ↔ C6H6 + 9H2). A MDA process is a 

key technology for conversion of natural gas 

reserves into transportable liquids, such as 

benzene, in the presence of bifunctional 
Figure 33 Membrane reactor for methane to aromatics conversion.  
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catalysts [87]. Similar to oxidative coupling, MDA is limited by thermodynamics and the activity of 

the catalyst, which rapidly decrease with time. The access to internal catalyst surface is limited by 

polyaromatic-type of coke accumulated on the external surface of the catalyst. In order to increase 

the selectivity to desired products and overcome thermodynamics limitations, it is necessary to 

remove the byproduct H2. This can be done by applying Pd-type or ceramic membranes [13]. 

Recently, it has been reported that an electrochemical BaZrO3-based membrane can convert 

methane into aromatics with relatively high yield and improved catalyst stability [86].  

II. PLASMA REACTORS FOR NATURAL GAS CONVERSION 

Furthermore, the potential of plasma reactors for direct methane conversion has been considered, 

as an option in this study. Over the last few decades, plasma technologies have been investigated 

in many thermal processes including gas purification. Large number of results were obtained when 

using active plasma of electrical discharges in gases. Among the different types of dischargers (arc, 

barrier, microwave etc.), the microwave discharge has an advantage for hydrocarbon gases 

conversion [88].  

Prior studies have shown that there is a lack of stability 

among the types of plasma torches due to carbon 

formation during decomposition of the methane in the 

microwave discharge. However, further investigations 

developed a method and a reactor that can actually 

convert natural gas into hydrogen and carbon 

nanomaterials (CNM) or other products [89]. 

Microwave discharges at atmospheric pressure can be 

an efficient source of reactive plasma, which can be 

used for gas processing (e.g. hydrogen production 

from methane). In plasma sources, plasma is excited 

by applying a high electric field to a gas [90]. Fast 

chemical transformation of methane into carbon, 

hydrogen and unsaturated hydrocarbons occurs by endothermic reactions, under gas discharge 

conditions [91].  

The mechanism of the reaction is based on the methane conversion at high temperatures to 

products such as H2, C2H2, C2H4 and C2H6. The temperature in plasma reactors is around 4000-5700 K, 

when the characteristic temperature for methane pyrolysis is around 1500-2000 K. This means that 

methane pyrolysis process occurs outside the plasma region in the gas flowing around the plasma. 

The experiments of the research group of M. Dors showed that the concentration of methane 

decreases at 1200 K and reaches almost zero at 4000 K. Maximum hydrogen concentration achieved 

was 78.8 % at 4000 K. Heating to higher temperatures results in the decomposition of molecular H2 

into atoms. A major advantage of this process is the short residence time, which might be an 

important factor when bringing the process into large scale [92]. 

Figure 34 Schematic view of the experimental high- flow 
microwave plasma source 
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Another research group was investigating microwave plasma-chemical reactors for the natural gas 

conversion into hydrogen. It has been shown that the conversion of methane to H2 and nanocarbons 

reached 70 %. The results from the experiments confirmed that the practical application of the 

microwave plasma reactors is possible. Relatively high concentration of hydrogen (~ 40 %) in the 

residual gases, and valuable nanocarbon products, make this method a promising technology for 

industrial scale [93].  

Combining catalytic and plasmochemical processes may lead to a variety of products. Shorter 

contact time with the catalyst at constant linear flow of natural gas decreases methane conversion 

and the concentration of the hydrogen, and keeps the concentration of C2 hydrocarbons. However, 

raising the linear velocity of methane leads to a significant decrease of methane conversion and 

hydrogen production and raises the concentration of C2 hydrocarbons [91]. A developed laboratory 

scale reactor for the conversion of natural gas was able to reach yields of hydrogen up to 70 vol. % 

and yields of CNM around 50 g/hr. It was found that the most effective method, when using 

microwave plasmas, involves the combined effects of the metal Fe-catalyst and the microwave 

discharge plasma on the gas. Ions, electrons and free radicals (chemically active plasma particles) 

force the gas molecules to pass through the catalyst where, heated by microwave energy, a plasma 

chemical decomposition of CH4 into hydrogen and CNM takes place [89]. The size and amount of 

nanotubes are determined by the chemical nature of the catalyst [91].  

Microwave plasmas will play an important role in environmental applications and has the potential 

to be applied in various industries [90]. Plasmas reactors are considered as a technology with very 

versatile capabilities, however the major limitation is the short electrode lifetime, leading to higher 

operation and maintenance costs. It is possible to use water-cooled metallic electrodes, which 

increases the lifetime of the electrode to few hundreds of hours. However, at the same time, a water 

leak into the plasma can cause explosions [94].  
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D. SELECTIVE ANAEROBIC OXYDATION – LITERATURE REVIEW  

 

Table 14 Selective anaerobic oxidation literature review – short summary.  

Process Temperature [K] Pressure of CH4  
[bar] 

Catalyst Selectivity 
[%] 

MeOH yield Oxidant particle diameter [m] 

[30] 430 - 470 n.a -  60 7 – 8 % O2 0.2 *10-4 
[30] n.a n.a Me, Pt 81 70 %  O2 0.7*10-5 
[29] 473 -673 7 Cu MOR 97 0.202 [mole CH3Oh per mole Cu] O2 0.090–0.125 *10-6 

[29] 473 7 Cu MOR 97 0.04 [mole CH3Oh per mole Cu] O2  
[29] 473 25 Cu MOR 97 0.08 [mole CH3Oh per mole Cu] O2 3 *10-6 
[30] 423  1 Cu MOR n.a 0.63 [μ mole CH3Oh per g Cu] NO  
[30] 523  36 Cu MOR n.a 103.3  [μ mole CH3Oh per g Cu] NO  
[30] 523  50 *10-3 Cu MOR n.a 14.4  [μ mole CH3Oh per g Cu] NO, He  
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E. REACTOR PRESELECTION 

I. CHEMICAL LOOPING IN TECHNOLOGIES  

The process studied in this project resembles strongly chemical looping oxidation. However, this 

proposed chemical looping process varies from typical CL technologies. The chemical looping 

oxidation is able to convert methane directly to methanol with high selectivity by trapping the 

intermediate products on the catalyst surface to avoid overoxidation of product (methanol). The 

term “Chemical-Looping” has been used for cycling processes using a solid material as oxygen-

carrier containing the oxygen required for the conversion of the fuel. Chemical looping combustion 

(CLC) and chemical looping reforming (CLR) are very promising technologies for many processes. 

Among others, the CLC was suggested as the best alternatives to reduce the economic cost of CO2 

capture, H2 production via steam reforming, partial oxidation of fuel, gasification of solid fuels etc. 

[95]. Many existing processes use CL for splitting of water to produce oxygen and hydrogen [96]. 

CLC technologies have provided promising 

results therefore, the interest in those 

technologies continuously increase. A study of 

J. Adanez at al. shows an extensive overview of 

the existing processes and technologies on 

chemical looping. Chemical looping processes 

had about 3500 hours of operation time in 

continuous plants of different size. Around 36 

types of materials were tested (Ni, Cu, Fe, Mo, 

V, etc. supported on silica, alumina or both). 

The experimental experience of CLC 

technology is less than 10 years old, therefore 

the development of the process can be 

considered very successful [95].  

Typically, the CL process is based on the oxygen transfer from air or other oxygen source to the fuels 

by a solid oxygen carrier (catalyst), avoiding the direct contact between the fuel and air. The first 

step includes the oxidation of the fuel by a metal oxide (MexOy), which is consequently reduced to 

metal (Me). The metal is further re-oxidized to metal oxide with air/oxygen/water to start a new 

cycle. The net chemical reaction and the combustion enthalpy over the two steps, is the same to 

conventional combustion where the fuel is burned in direct contact with oxygen from air [95],[97]. 

Different configurations have been proposed for the chemical looping combustion technology: (I) 

fluidized bed, (II) packed bed reactor [98]. 

II. CATOFIN® FIXED-BED REACTOR  

Before designing the reactor for direct methanol production in more detail, we analyzed a few 

already existing technologies and looked for the technology that could be comparable with the 

methane to methanol (MtM) process. One of the interesting technologies is the dehydrogenation 

of isobutene to isobutylene with a process selectivity of around 90 % (CATOFIN® process). This is a 

Figure 35 Standard fixed bed reactor vs chemical looping reactor  
[102]   
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continuous process with cyclic reactor operation in which multiple adiabatic-fixed bed reactors 

having Cr2O3/Al2O3 as catalyst, go through a controlled sequence of reaction and regeneration. To 

obtain the continuous operation and ‘pseudo-steady state’, the gas- phase reactions are carried out 

at ~ 600 °C in 3-8 parallel adiabatic reactors. The fixed bed configuration helps to obtain constant 

production rate with minimum operating cost and the improvement in the yield over the run length. 

It was showed that higher pressure increases the residence time with an increase in the conversion 

and a decrease of the undesirable by-products. All the reaction phases occur on the catalyst surface 

in stages. The main part of the CATOFIN® process is the reaction section which is split into several 

parallel reactors. In every reactor, reaction (endothermic), steam purging, catalyst regeneration 

(exothermic), evacuation and reduction are sequentially driven, thus the overall process can work 

continuously. The total cycle time is ~ 22 min. Due to different times of individual steps at certain 

moment, certain numbers of reactors perform dehydrogenation reaction while others are in 

another stages. Typical sizes of the reactors, times of the reactions and others are listed in the table 

below Table 15.   

Table 15 Typical size, reaction times and others properties of CATOFIN process [49].  

Dehydrogenation  8 – 15 min 
Steam purge  1.5 – 2 min 
Regeneration 8 – 15 min 
Evacuation 1 – 2 min  
Reduction 1 – 2 min  
Reactor height 10 – 18 m 
Internal diameter  5 – 6.5 m 
Type of catalyst  Chromic oxide (900–1.200 kg/m3) 
Catalyst quantity  ~100 ton/reactor 

 

The reaction involves: alkane adsorption, dissociation (in one or two steps) giving an alkyl group and 

hydrogen bonded to surface of the catalyst ( ~133-142 kJ/mol activation energy). High contact time 

and temperatures lead to cracking and production of desired compounds. Investigations showed 

that the rate limiting step is the adsorption of alkane on the catalyst surface [49]. After thw  

investigation of the CATOFIN® process, we saw multiple similarities with the MtM concept, 

therefore the dehydrogenation process constitutes a valuable example of industrial implementation 

of such a process concept. 
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F. MASS BALANCE 

I. REACTION WITH CH4 
Table 16 Mass balance for a base case reaction with methane  

 
Units P-36 P-37 P-38 P-39 P-40 

From 
  

M-6 EX-8 MIX1 C-1 

To 
 

M-6 EX-8 B12 C-1 M-6 

Substream: MIXED 
 

Phase: All 

Component Mole Flow 

METHA-01 KMOL/HR 65 2171 2171 2106 2106 

Mole Flow KMOL/HR 65 2171 2171 2106 2106 

Mass Flow KG/HR 1045 34829 34829 33784 33784 

Volume Flow CUM/HR 39 2301 2308 2308 2256 

Temperature C 15 199 200 200 204 

Pressure BAR 40 37 37 36 37 

Vapor Fraction 
 

1 1 1 1 1 

Liquid Fraction 
 

0 0 0 0 0 

Solid Fraction 
 

0 0 0 0 0.000 

Enthalpy Flow MJ/HR -4.9E+03 -1.5E+05 -1.5E+05 -1.4E+05 -1.4E+05 

Molar Density MOL/CC 1.7E-03 9.4E-04 9.4E-04 9.1E-04 9.3E-04 

Component Mass Flow 
 

METHA-01 KG/HR 1045 34829 34829 33784 33784 

Average Molecular Weight 
 

16 16 16 16 16 

Component Mole Fraction 
 

METHA-01 
 

1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
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Figure 36 Flowsheet for a base case - reaction with methane. 
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II. PURGE WITH N2 

REACTORS
SECTION

S-2

P-42

P-29 P-28
P-27

P-24P-25P-26

M-2 M-3 M-4

P-32 P-31 P-30

P-43

EX-9

P-41

P-41A

P-41B  

Table 17 Mass balance for a base case –purge. 
 

 
Units P-41 P-42 P-43 

From 
  

EX-9 MIX1 
To 

 
EX-9 B12 

 

Substream: MIXED 
 

Phase: All 

Mole Flow KMOL/SEC 0.04 0.04 0.08 

Mass Flow KG/HR 4437 4437 6632 

Temperature C 25 206 203 

Pressure BAR 1 1 1 

Vapor Fraction 
 

1 1 1 

Liquid Fraction 
 

0 0 0 

Solid Fraction 
 

0 0 0 

Enthalpy Flow MJ/HR 1.2E-12 8.4E+02 -8.4E+03 

Mass Density KG/CUM 1 1 1 

Component Mass Flow 
 

METHA-01 KG/SEC 0 0 1 

NITROGEN KG/SEC 1 1 1 

WATER KG/SEC 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Component Mole Fraction 
 

METHA-01 
 

0 0 0.46 

NITROGEN 
 

1.0 1.0 0.54 

WATER 
 

0.0 0.0 0.0 

Volume Flow CUM/SEC 1.09 1.75 3.24 

Average Molecular Weight 
 

28.0 28.0 22.5 

Figure 37 Flowsheet for a base case – drying with inert gas 
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III. DESORPTION WITH WATER 
Table 18 Mass balance for a base case - desorption with water part 1.  

 
Units P-1,FEED P-2 P-3 P-4 P-46 P-47 P-48 P-14 P-14B P-14A P-15 

From 
  

M-1 E-1 EX-1 MIX5 EX-10 C-2 EX-2 
 

EX-3 EX-3 
To 

 
M-1 E-1 EX-1 S-2 EX-10 C-2 EX-2 EX-3 EX-3 

 
S-5 

Substream: MIXED 
 

Phase: All 

Component Mole Flow 

METHANOL KMOL/HR 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 66.1 66.1 66.1 66.1 0.0 0.0 66.1 

WATER KMOL/HR 129.7 648.0 648.0 648.0 523.2 523.2 523.2 523.2 819.0 819.0 523.2 

HYDRO-01 KMOL/HR 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 65.9 65.9 65.9 65.9 0.0 0.0 65.9 

Mole Flow KMOL/HR 130 648 648 648 655 655 655 655 819 819 655 

Mass Flow KG/SEC 0.6 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.2 4.1 4.1 3.2 

Volume Flow CUM/HR 2 13 13 12747 25772 20325 9477 593 15 15 521 

Temperature C 25 85 85 200 200 100 249 35 2 27 5 

Pressure BAR 1 1 2 2 1 1 3 3 1 1 3 

Vapor Fraction 
 

0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 

Liquid Fraction 
 

1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 

Solid Fraction 
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Enthalpy Flow MJ/HR -3.7E+04 -1.8E+05 -1.8E+05 -1.5E+05 -1.4E+05 -1.4E+05 -1.3E+05 -1.6E+05 -2.4E+05 -2.3E+05 -1.7E+05 

Mass Density GM/CC 9.9E-01 9.3E-01 9.3E-01 9.2E-04 4.5E-04 5.7E-04 1.2E-03 2.0E-02 1.0E+00 9.9E-01 2.2E-02 

Average Molecular Weight 
 

1.8E+01 1.8E+01 1.8E+01 1.8E+01 1.8E+01 1.8E+01 1.8E+01 1.8E+01 1.8E+01 1.8E+01 1.8E+01 

Component Mass Flow 
 

METHANOL KG/SEC 0.0E+00 4.5E-04 4.5E-04 4.5E-04 5.9E-01 5.9E-01 5.9E-01 5.9E-01 0.0E+00 0.0E+00 5.9E-01 

WATER KG/SEC 6.5E-01 3.2E+00 3.2E+00 3.2E+00 2.6E+00 2.6E+00 2.6E+00 2.6E+00 4.1E+00 4.1E+00 2.6E+00 

HYDRO-01 KG/SEC 0.0E+00 9.6E-32 9.6E-32 9.6E-32 3.7E-02 3.7E-02 3.7E-02 3.7E-02 0.0E+00 0.0E+00 3.7E-02 

Component Mole Fraction 
 

METHANOL 
 

0.0E+00 7.8E-05 7.8E-05 7.8E-05 1.0E-01 1.0E-01 1.0E-01 1.0E-01 0.0E+00 0.0E+00 1.0E-01 

WATER 
 

1.0E+00 1.0E+00 1.0E+00 1.0E+00 8.0E-01 8.0E-01 8.0E-01 8.0E-01 1.0E+00 1.0E+00 8.0E-01 

HYDRO-01 
 

0.0E+00 2.6E-31 2.6E-31 2.6E-31 1.0E-01 1.0E-01 1.0E-01 1.0E-01 0.0E+00 0.0E+00 1.0E-01 
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Table 19 Mass balance for a base case - desorption with water part 2.  

 
Units P-15 HYDROGEN P-16 P-17 P-19 P-20 H2VAP MEOH 

From 
 

EX-3 S-5 S-5 EX-4 C-3 S-3 S-3 S-3 
To 

 
S-5 

 
EX-4 C-3 S-3 M-1 

  

Substream: MIXED 
 

Phase: All 

Component Mole Flow 

METHANOL KMOL/HR 66.1 0.2 65.9 65.9 65.9 0.1 0.0 65.8 

WATER KMOL/HR 523.2 0.2 523.0 523.0 523.0 518.3 0.0 4.7 

HYDRO-01 KMOL/HR 65.9 65.7 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 

Mole Flow KMOL/HR 655 66 589 589 589 518 0 71 

Mass Flow KG/SEC 3.2 0.04 3.2 3.2 3.2 2.6 0.0002 0.6 

Volume Flow CUM/HR 521 509 12 13 19 10 3 3 

Temperature C 5 5 5 70 70 100 20 20 

Pressure BAR 3 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 

Vapor Fraction 
 

0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 

Liquid Fraction 
 

1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 

Solid Fraction 
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Enthalpy Flow MJ/HR -1.7E+05 -1.2E+02 -1.7E+05 -1.6E+05 -1.6E+05 -1.5E+05 -3.6E+00 -1.7E+04 

Mass Density GM/CC 2.2E-02 2.8E-04 9.7E-01 8.9E-01 6.0E-01 9.2E-01 2.4E-04 8.0E-01 

Average Molecular Weight 
 

1.8E+01 2.1E+00 2.0E+01 2.0E+01 2.0E+01 1.8E+01 5.7E+00 3.1E+01 

Component Mass Flow 
 

METHANOL KG/SEC 5.9E-01 1.7E-03 5.9E-01 5.9E-01 5.9E-01 4.5E-04 1.5E-04 5.9E-01 

WATER KG/SEC 2.6E+00 8.6E-04 2.6E+00 2.6E+00 2.6E+00 2.6E+00 1.6E-06 2.4E-02 

HYDRO-01 KG/SEC 3.7E-02 3.7E-02 7.2E-05 7.2E-05 7.2E-05 9.6E-32 6.9E-05 2.5E-06 

Component Mole Fraction 
 

METHANOL 
 

1.0E-01 2.8E-03 1.1E-01 1.1E-01 1.1E-01 9.8E-05 1.2E-01 9.3E-01 

WATER 
 

8.0E-01 2.6E-03 8.9E-01 8.9E-01 8.9E-01 1.0E+00 2.3E-03 6.7E-02 

HYDRO-01 
 

1.0E-01 9.9E-01 2.2E-04 2.2E-04 2.2E-04 3.3E-31 8.8E-01 6.2E-05 
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Figure 38 Flowsheet for a base case - desorption with water. 
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IV. DRYING WITH INERT GAS 
Table 20 Mass balance for a base case – drying with an inert gas.  

 

Units P-21FEED P-22 P-23 P-50 P-51 P-52 P-33 P-34 P-35 P-53 N2,CO2 

From  
 

M-5 EX-5 MIX1 EX-11 C-4 EX-6 EX-7 S-4 S-4 C-5 

To  M-5 EX-5 B2 EX-11 C-4 EX-6 EX-7 S-4 
 

C-5 M-5 

Substream: MIXED 

 Phase: All 

Component Mole Flow 

WATER KMOL/HR 0 0.2 0.2 65 65 65 65 65 65 0 0 

NITROGEN KMOL/HR 0.1 22 22 22 22 22 22.4 22 0 22 22 

CO2 KMOL/HR 0 17 17 19 19 19 19 19 2 17 17 

Mole Flow KMOL/HR 0.1 40 40 107 107 107 107 107 67 40 40 

Mass Flow KG/HR 4 1394 1394 2653 2653 2653 2653 2653 1262 1390 1390 

Volume Flow CUM/HR 3 940 1571 4208 3319 1563 354 306 1 312 937 

Temperature C 25 10 206 200 100 254 35 5 10 10 10 

Pressure BAR 1 1 1 1 1 3 3 3 3 3 1 

Vapor Fraction  1 1 1 1 1 1 0.39 0.37 0 1 1 

Liquid Fraction  0 0 0 0 0 0 0.61 0.63 1 0 0 

Solid Fraction  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Enthalpy Flow MJ/HR 0 -6879 -6620 -22727 -23100 -22520.110 -26145.190 -26380.040 -19464.35 -6878.98 -6878.98 

Component Mole Fraction  

WATER  0.00 0.00 0.00 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.97 0.00 0.00 

NITROGEN  1.000 0.562 0.562 0.210 0.210 0.210 0.210 0.210 0.002 0.56 0.56 

CO2  0.00 0.43 0.43 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.03 0.44 0.44 

Component Mass Flow  

WATER KG/HR 0 3 3 1176 1176 1176 1176 1176 1173 3 3 

NITROGEN KG/HR 4 628 628 628 628 628 628 628 4 625 625 

CO2 KG/HR 0 763 763 849 849 849 849 849 86 763 763 

Average Molecular Weight  28 35 35 25 25 25 25 25 19 35 35 
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REACTORS
SECTION

EX-6

M-5

EX-5

S-1

P-23

P-29 P-28
P-27

P-24P-25P-26

M-2 M-3 M-4

P-22

P-32
EX-7

P-33

P-35

S-4

P-53

P-21, FEED

WATER RETURNED TO 
DESORPTION STEP

P-50

P-22A

P-22B

P-33A

P-33B

P-34

P-34A

P-35B

C-4

EX-11
P-51

P-50A

P-31 P-30

P-50B

P-52

C-5

N2, CO2

 

 Figure 39 Flowsheet for a base case – drying with an inert gas .
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G. EQUIPMENT DESIGN 

I. EQUIPMENT LIST 
Table 21 Equipment list for non-optimized (NOP) process and after optimization (OP) and heat integration (HE) 

Reaction 

Conditions 
 

NOP HE OP 

Temp 
[°C] 

Pressure 
 [bar] 

   

M-6 mixer, mixing CH4 from natural gas and recycled CH4 198 37    

EX-8 heater, heating mixed CH4 stream 200 37    

S-1 separator, split stream CH4 to 6 reactors 200 37    

M-2 mixer, mixing CH4 stream from 2 reactors  200 35.8    

M-3 mixer, mixing CH4 stream from 2 reactors  200 35.8    

M-4 mixer, mixing CH4 stream from 2 reactors  200 35.8    

C-2 compressor 204 37    

Purge 

EX-9 heater, heating cold N2 stream  25-200 1    

S-2 separator, split stream N2 to 6 reactors 200 1    

Desorption 

M-1 mixer, mixing feed water with recycled water  85 1    

P-1 pump, pump the water  85 2    

EX-1 heater, heating mixed water stream  85-200 2    

S-3 splitter, split the water stream to 6 reactors  200 1    

EX-10 cooler, cooling water stream  200-100 1    

C-2 compressor 100-248 1-3    

EX-2 cooler, cooling water stream  248-35 3    

EX-3 cooler, refrigerator stream  35-5 3    

S-5 separator, gas - liquid separation 5 3    

EX-4  heater, heating liquid mixture before distillation column  5-70 1    

C-3 valve, depressurize stream 70 3-1    

S-3 distillation tower 
  

   

S-3 Condenser  20.5 1    

S-3 Reboiler 99 1    

S-6 separator, gas - liquid separation 110 3    

M-6 mixer, water - MeOH 88 3    

EX-12 cooler, cooling water stream 249-110 3    

Drying  

M-5 mixer, mixing feed N2 with recycled N2,  10 1    

EX-5 heater, heating nitrogen stream  10-200 1    

EX-11 cooler, cooling mixed stream before compressor 200-100 1    

C-4 compressor 100-254 1-3    

EX-6 cooler, cooling mixed stream 300-35 1    

EX-7 cooler, refrigerator  35-10 1    

S-4 splitter, split gas and liquid phase  10 3    

C-5  valve, depressurize stream 10 3-1    
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II. DISTILLATION COLUMN 

 

 

Figure 40 Flow rates in distillation column for separating methanol from water.  

 

 

Figure 41 Compositions of the components in the destination column for separating methanol from water.  

 

Block S-3: Molar Flow Rate
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Block S-3: Composition Profiles
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III. COMPRESSORS 

 

Figure 42 Compressors operating ranges [53] 
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H. HEAT INTEGRATION  
Table 22 Heat integration streams.  

stream  
[-] 

HEX Condition  
[-] 

Cp  
[kJ/kg°C] 

F  
[kg/s] 

F 
[kg/hr] 

F*Cp  
[kW/°C] 

Tin  
[°C] 

Tout  
[°C] 

Q available 
 [kW] 

Q available  
[MJ/hr] 

P-37 EX-8 cold 2 10 34828 18 198 200 36 130 

P-2 EX-1 cold 22 3 11676 71 85 200 8161 29380 

P-46 EX-10 hot 2 3 11676 7 200 100 -653 -2350 

P-48 EX-2 hot 12 3 11676 39 249 35 -8431 -30350 

P-14 EX-3 hot 4 3 11676 14 35 5 -411 -1480 

P-16 EX-4 cold 4 3 11534 13 5 70 831 2990 

P-41 EX-9 cold 1 1 4437 1 25 200 233 839 

P-22 EX-5 cold 1 0 1394 0 10 206 72 259 

P-52 EX-6 hot 8 1 2653 6 200 35 -1007 -3625 

P-33 EX-7 hot 4 1 2653 3 35 5 -79 -284 

P-50 EX-11 hot 1 1 2653 1 200 100 -103 -372 

condenser  hot 1662 2 6454 2980 67 66 -2980 -10728 

reboiler  cold 1265 3 9339 3281 100 101 3281 11810 
 

 
       

HOT U [MW] -13.66 
 

  
       

COLD U [MW] 12.61 
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Figure 43 Heat integration streams with the number of streams and number of integrated streams from the section 5.6(not included stream P-2). HE6 – represents 204 kW integrated with stream P-2, 
HE& represents 648 kW integrated with stream P-2, HE8- represents 606 kW integrated with stream P-2. 
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I. EFFICIENCY OF THE PROCESS  

 
Figure 44 Schematic calculations of energy and carbon efficiency of the process.  

 

LHVCH4 [GJ/t] 50   
energy conversion efficiency  0.45  
Purge [%] 0.5  
Conversion [%] 3.0  
cycle [min] 60   

HEAT ELECTRICITY

2.19 GJ/ton MeOH 2.14 GJ_elec/ton MeOH

13.69 GJ/cycle 4.76 GJ_thermal

17.11 kmol C/cycle 29.72 GJ_thermal/cycle

13.38 GJ_electric

37.15 kmol C

6510.417 kmol/s

3645.8 kg CH4 6282.55 kmol C 6250 kg MeOH

227.9 kmol CH4 195.3 kmol MeOH

227.9 kmol C 195.3 kmol C

182.3 GJ 124.6 GJ

purge

32.55 kmol C

0.52 ton CH4

26.04 GJ

total input  : 37.1 GJ/t MeOH

OPTIMIZED

LHV Energy Efficiency: 57.1%

Carbon Efficiency: 71.6%

969.1 kmol/hour

COMPRESSION 2.75E+09 J_electric 6.10 GJ_thermal 

2.75 GJ_electric 7.63 kmol C

0.8 MWh
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         𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦

=  
𝐿𝐻𝑉𝑀𝑒𝑂𝐻[𝐺𝐽]

𝐿𝐻𝑉𝐶𝐻4[𝐺𝐽] + 𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡[𝐺𝐽] + 𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦[𝐺𝐽𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙] + 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛[𝐺𝐽𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙] 
 

 

𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑏𝑜𝑛 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦

=  
𝑀𝑒𝑂𝐻[𝑘𝑚𝑜𝑙 𝐶]

𝐶𝐻4[𝑘𝑚𝑜𝑙 𝐶] + 𝑃𝑢𝑟𝑔𝑒[𝑘𝑚𝑜𝑙 𝐶] + 𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦[𝑘𝑚𝑜𝑙 𝐶] + 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 [𝑘𝑚𝑜𝑙 𝐶] 
 

 

The calculations include the purge. A large part of the CH4 can be returned into the system. However, 

the stream needs to be pressurized first. The energy necessary for this step was included in total 

energy balance. The rest of the methane is removed with N2. The loss was estimated 0.5 % of the 

total CH4 feed. Burning the purge stream gives 26 GJ of energy, which cover the heat necessary to 

implement into the system (13.69 GJ).  
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J. ECONOMICS 

CAPEX 

The factorial method of cost estimation is based on the purchased equipment costs. Actual prices 

paid for equipment and bulk items may differ substantially from catalogue or list prices, depending 

on the purchasing power of the contractor or client and urgency of the project. Unfortunately, 

discounts and surcharges are a highly confidential business information. For our estimation of the 

cost we used a relationship between size and cost given in table 6.6 and from Equation 47 [53].  

𝐶𝑒 = 𝑎 + 𝑏𝑆
𝑛 Equation 47 

 

where Ce - purchased equipment cost on a US Gulf Coast basis, Jan. 2007 (CEPCI2007 = 509.7, 

CEPCI2014 = 576.1, CEPCI2017 = 567.5, CEPCI2018 = 591.335, NF refinery inflation index = 2059.1) 

a,b – cost constants in table 6.6 [53],  
S – size parameters unit given in table 6.6  
n – exponent for that type of equipment.  
 
The prices are all for carbon steel equipment, except where noted in the table. In this design we use 
the stainless steel 316 due to corrosive environment (aqueous and OH group). Therefore, the prices 
were multiplied by material factor 1.3. To have an overview the calculated prices are compared with 
the prices from the matches website [99].  
 
Table 23 Purchased compressors costs in million euro for stainless steel compressors and current CEPCI index.  

 
Matches Centrifugal Reciprocating 

Name Power  
(MW) 

Power 
(HP) 

type material Matches cost Costs Cost 

C-1 0.29 392.8 Centrifugal carbon steel  €     0.24   €   1.16   €     0.44  

C-2 2.943 3946.6 Centrifugal carbon steel  €      2.06   €   2.92   €     1.32  

C-4 0.48 643.7 Centrifugal carbon steel  €      0.19   €   1.36   €     0.53  
 

Material factor 1.3  €      3.31   €   7.07   €     2.98  
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Table 24 Purchased heat exchangers costs in million euro for stainless steel material and current CEPCI index 

   
Matches  

Name Area  
[m2] 

Type Material Cost Table 6.6 [53]. 

EX-6 120.65 Cooler Stainless steel 316 € 0.17 €   0.06 

EX-7 45.19 Cooler, refrigerator  Stainless steel 316 € 0.09 €  0.18 

EX-2 968.88 Cooler Stainless steel 316 € 0.57 €  0.30 

EX-3 73.41 Cooler, refrigerator  Stainless steel 316 € 0.12 €  0.26 

EX-10 37.07 Cooler Stainless steel 316 € 0.57 €  0.04 

EX-11 5.84 Cooler Stainless steel 316 € 0.57 €  0.04 

S-3 95.23 Reboiler Stainless steel 316 € 0.11 €  0.07 

S-3 256.74 Condenser Shell tube fixed Stainless steel 316 € 0.24 €  0.09 

EX-8 49.38 Shell and tube floating head Stainless steel 316 € 0.13 €  0.04 

EX-9 133.95 Shell and tube floating head Stainless steel 316 € 0.13 €  0.06 

EX-1 91.78 Shell and tube floating head Stainless steel 316 € 0.14 €  0.05 

EX-4 71.03 Shell and tube floating head Stainless steel 316 € 0.12 €  0.05 

EX-5 44.09 Shell and tube floating head Stainless steel 316 € 0.08 €  0.04 
   

Total € 3.14 €  1.28  

 

Table 25 Purchased vessels costs in million euro for stainless steel material and current CEPCI index 

    
Matches Table 6.6 

Name Internal Material Type Costs Current + sieve trays 

S-3 trays stainless steel 316 Vertical €      0.12 €     0.41 

S-4 
 

stainless steel 316 Vertical €       0.31 €     0.33 

S-5 
 

stainless steel 316 Vertical €       0.17 €     0.18 
   

Total €       0.61 €     0.92 

 

OPEX 

Table 26 Estimation of numbers of operators for a medium size chemical plant.  

150 ton/day 

1 operator per process section 

3 process sections 

3 operators 

5 shifts 

15 operators 

8500 operating hours/year 
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Table 27 Cost sheet outline, DW&B = direct wages and benefits, MW&B = maintenance wages and benefits, M&O-SW&B = 
maintenance and operation salary, wages, and benefits. 

 
Typical factor cost -yr 

UTILITIES   

Total   € 6,856,406.68  

FEEDSTOCK   

Total    € 5,898,189.90  

OPERATIONS (labor related)    

dollar / operator hr  $ 35.00  

operating hours/shift-year  2080 

DW&B  $ 1,092,000.00  

Direct salaries and benefits 15 % of DW&B $ 163,800.00  

Operating supplies and services 6 % of DW&B $ 65,520.00  

Technical assistance to manufacturing $ 60 000/(operator/shift)-yr $ 180,000.00  

Control laboratory $ 65 000/(operator/shift)-yr $ 195,000.00  

Total  $ 1,696,320.00  

Total  € 1,936,438.36  

MAINTENANCE   

MW&B 3.5 % of CTDC € 6,259,871.33  

Salaries and benefits 25 % of MW&B € 1,564,967.83  

Materials and services 100 % of MW&B € 6,259,871.33  

Maintenance overhead 5 % of MW&B € 312,993.57  

Total  € 14,397,704.06  

M&O-SW&B  € 9,080,639.16  

OPERATING OVERHEAD   

General plant overhead 7.1 % of M&O-SW&B  €  644,725.38  

Mechanical department services 2.4 % of M&O-SW&B  € 217,935.34  

Employee relations department 5.9 % of M&O-SW&B  € 535,757.71  

Business services 7.4 % of M&O-SW&B  € 671,967.30  

Total   € 2,070,385.73  

PROPERTY TAXES & INSURANCE   € 3,577,069.33  

DEPRECIATION   

Direct plant 8 % of (CTDC – 1.18 Calloc)  € 13,661,032.54  

Allocated plant 6 % of 1.18 Calloc  € 485,433.59  

Total  € 14,146,466.13  

COST OF MANUFACTURE   € 48,882,660.19  

GENERAL EXPENSES   

Selling (or transfer) expense 3 % of sales   € 941,513.27  

Direct research 4.8 % of sales   € 1,506,421.23  

Allocated research 0.5 % of sales   € 156,918.88  

Administrative expense 2.0 % of sales   €  627,675.51  

Management incentive compensation 1.25 % of sales   € 392,297.20  

Total   € 3,624,826.09  

TOTAL PRODUCTION COST  € 52,507,486.28 
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Table 28 Components of total capital investments  

CTBM total bare module investment  €  111,318,713.64  

Csite cost of site preparation  € 11,131,871.36  

Cserv cost of service facilities  € 22,263,742.73  

Calloc allocated costs  € 6,856,406.68  

CDPI total direct permanent investment  € 151,570,734.41  

Ccont cost of contingencies and contractors fee  € 27,282,732.19  
 

 
 

CTDC total depreciable capital  € 178,853,466.60  

Cland cost of land  € 3,577,069.33  

Croyal cost of royalties   € 627,675.51  

Cstartup cost of plant startup   € 17,885,346.66  

Sales   € 31,383,775.68  

CTPI total permanent investment  € 241,132,269.73  

Cwc working capital  € 7,780,081.82  

CTCI total capital investment  € 248,912,351.55  
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K. OPTIMIZATION  

REACTORS
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Figure 45 Desorption of methanol, separation of hydrogen optimization part 1. 
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L. ALTERNATIVES  

In this section we are going to propose a two alternatives for the process which have been 

investigated during the design. The most opportunities for improvement or for the equipment 

replacement were found in the desorption step. The first alternative, the heat integration was 

proposed in section 5.6.1. The system was improved improvement by first separation of the liquids 

and then increasing the pressure of the stream to completely separate hydrogen from the system. 

As a second alternative, we investigated the pressure swing adsorption for hydrogen separation. 

For all alternatives the cost were calculated.  

I. PRESSURE SWING ADSORPTION (PSA)  

One of the most common ways of hydrogen purification is the pressure swing adsorption. Separated 

gas goes through the adsorption bed. The adsorbents (mostly zeolites) keep all the gas components 

except of hydrogen which goes through the zeolites pores. From the mixture the gases as  nitrogen, 

carbon monoxide, methane, carbon dioxide, water, argon, methanol, ammonia, hydrogen sulfide, 

organic sulfur compounds and others, obtaining gas with a high hydrogen content, usually above 99 

vol. % can be removed. After condensing out the water and the methanol, the hydrogen is purified 

by pressure swing adsorption. Off-gas from the PSA is recycled to the reformer burners. The total 

capital cost for PSA unit was estimated based on the hydrogen flow per day. The PSA system turned 

to be an more expensive alternative than already proposed way of hydrogen separation. The total 

cost for equipment with PSA system is 26 million €. The total cost for equipment without the PSA 

system was 23 million €. The hydrogen separation unit can be replace the hydrogen separation 

section, which reduce the cost of equipment and utilities (no refrigerator needed). However, higher 

pressure needs to be apply into the system. To pressurize the stream to 25 bar, two extra 

compressors are necessary with intermediate cooling. The total cost balance for hydrogen PSA unit 

will be 3 million € higher. The utilities are not changing significantly, because only refrigerator was 

exchanged for water. Estimation of the utilities cost was excluded from the system.  
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M. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS  

I. WATER CONTENT 
Table 29 Influence of water content on the annual production costs, energy balance and distillation column. * after heat integration.  

Properties  10:1 5:1 3:1 

    
Hot utilities [MW/h] 7.2 4.1 2.54 
Cold utilities [MW/h] 7.5 3.6 2.29 
    
Energy balance [GJ/tMeOH] 6.28 3.66 2.24 
    
Heat exchangers [M€] 1.28 0.96 0.81 
Total utilities* [M€/year]  8.08 5.53 5.32 
    
Distillation column     
Number of stages [-] 25 20 20 
Reflux ratio [-] 2.8 1.8 1.2 
Height [m] 26 19 19 
Diameter [m] 3.5 1.6 1.6 
MeOH recovery [%] 99.45 99.89 99.83 
MeOH purity [%] 99.96 99.75 99.65 
    
Net earnings [M€/year] -15.92 -14.23 -10.64 
ROI [-] -0.061 -0.061 -0.048 
Total Product cost [M€/year] 55.87 53.23 47.70 

 

 

Figure 46 Heat cascade for heat integration of the system with 3:1 H2O:MeOH ratio.  
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Figure 47 Maximum energy recovery graph for the system with 3:1 H2O:MeOH ratio 

 

 

Figure 48 Compositions of the components in the destination column for separating methanol from water, 3:1 H2O:MeOH ratio. 

Block S-3: Composition Profiles
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Figure 49 Heat cascade for heat integration of the system with 5:1 H2O:MeOH ratio. 

 

 

Figure 50 Maximum energy recovery graph for the system with 5:1 H2O:MeOH ratio 
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Figure 51 Compositions of the components in the destination column for separating methanol from water, 5:1 H2O:MeOH ratio. 

 

II. FINAL SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 

 

Figure 52 Capital expenditures including lang factor. The costs after final sensitivity analysis.  

Block S-3: Composition Profiles
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Figure 53 Complete annual production costs, including utilities and manufacture costs.  

 

Figure 54 Total annual sales ratio.  
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Table 30 Detailed cash flow for the process.  

 

 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

Year 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031

PV factor 1.00 0.83 0.69 0.58 0.48 0.40 0.33 0.28 0.23 0.19 0.16 0.13 0.11 0.09

Investment -49,707,341€  -€                      

Raw material -€                      -4,018,047€    -4,018,047€    -4,018,047€    -4,018,047€    -4,018,047€    -4,018,047€    -4,018,047€    -4,018,047€    -4,018,047€    -4,018,047€    -4,018,047€    -4,018,047€    -4,018,047€    

Utilities -€                      -2,393,578€    -2,393,578€    -2,393,578€    -2,393,578€    -2,393,578€    -2,393,578€    -2,393,578€    -2,393,578€    -2,393,578€    -2,393,578€    -2,393,578€    -2,393,578€    -2,393,578€    

Maintenance -6,798,580€    -6,798,580€    -6,798,580€    -6,798,580€    -6,798,580€    -6,798,580€    -6,798,580€    -6,798,580€    -6,798,580€    -6,798,580€    -6,798,580€    -6,798,580€    -6,798,580€    -6,798,580€    

Personel and overhead -3,065,193€    -3,065,193€    -3,065,193€    -3,065,193€    -3,065,193€    -3,065,193€    -3,065,193€    -3,065,193€    -3,065,193€    -3,065,193€    -3,065,193€    -3,065,193€    -3,065,193€    -3,065,193€    

Other (research, administration insurance ect) -6,473,859€    -6,473,859€    -6,473,859€    -6,473,859€    -6,473,859€    -6,473,859€    -6,473,859€    -6,473,859€    -6,473,859€    -6,473,859€    -6,473,859€    -6,473,859€    -6,473,859€    -6,473,859€    

Gross costs -66,044,973€  -22,749,257€  -22,749,257€  -22,749,257€  -22,749,257€  -22,749,257€  -22,749,257€  -22,749,257€  -22,749,257€  -22,749,257€  -22,749,257€  -22,749,257€  -22,749,257€  -22,749,257€  

Sales methanol -€                      26,416,952€   26,416,952€   26,416,952€   26,416,952€   26,416,952€   26,416,952€   26,416,952€   26,416,952€   26,416,952€   26,416,952€   26,416,952€   26,416,952€   26,416,952€   

sales hydrogen -€                      15,009,632€   15,009,632€   15,009,632€   15,009,632€   15,009,632€   15,009,632€   15,009,632€   15,009,632€   15,009,632€   15,009,632€   15,009,632€   15,009,632€   15,009,632€   

Gross income -€                      41,426,584€   41,426,584€   41,426,584€   41,426,584€   41,426,584€   41,426,584€   41,426,584€   41,426,584€   41,426,584€   41,426,584€   41,426,584€   41,426,584€   41,426,584€   

Depreciation -€                      -4,142,278€    -4,142,278€    -4,142,278€    -4,142,278€    -4,142,278€    -4,142,278€    -4,142,278€    -4,142,278€    -4,142,278€    -4,142,278€    -4,142,278€    -4,142,278€    

Before Tax cashflow -66,044,973€  14,535,048€   14,535,048€   14,535,048€   14,535,048€   14,535,048€   14,535,048€   14,535,048€   14,535,048€   14,535,048€   14,535,048€   14,535,048€   14,535,048€   18,677,327€   

Tax -23,115,740€  5,087,267€      5,087,267€      5,087,267€      5,087,267€      5,087,267€      5,087,267€      5,087,267€      5,087,267€      5,087,267€      5,087,267€      5,087,267€      5,087,267€      6,537,064€     

After Tax cashflow -42,929,232€  9,447,781€      9,447,781€      9,447,781€      9,447,781€      9,447,781€      9,447,781€      9,447,781€      9,447,781€      9,447,781€      9,447,781€      9,447,781€      9,447,781€      12,140,262€   

NPV -42,929,232€  7,873,151€      6,560,959€      5,467,466€      4,556,222€      3,796,851€      3,164,043€      2,636,702€      2,197,252€      1,831,043€      1,525,869€      1,271,558€      1,059,632€      1,134,676€     

NPV cummulative -42,929,232€  -35,056,081€  -28,495,122€  -23,027,655€  -18,471,434€  -14,674,582€  -11,510,539€  -8,873,837€    -6,676,585€    -4,845,541€    -3,319,672€    -2,048,114€    -988,483€       146,193€         

NPV summed 1,091,757€      

15 16 17 18 19 20 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32

2032 2033 2034 2035 2036 2037 2038 2039 2040 2041 2042 2043 2044 2045 2046 2047 2048

0.08 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00

-4,018,047€    -4,018,047€    -4,018,047€    -4,018,047€    -4,018,047€    -4,018,047€    -4,018,047€    -4,018,047€    -4,018,047€    -4,018,047€    -4,018,047€    -4,018,047€    -4,018,047€    -4,018,047€    -4,018,047€    -4,018,047€    -4,018,047€    

-2,393,578€    -2,393,578€    -2,393,578€    -2,393,578€    -2,393,578€    -2,393,578€    -2,393,578€    -2,393,578€    -2,393,578€    -2,393,578€    -2,393,578€    -2,393,578€    -2,393,578€    -2,393,578€    -2,393,578€    -2,393,578€    -2,393,578€    

-6,798,580€    -6,798,580€    -6,798,580€    -6,798,580€    -6,798,580€    -6,798,580€    -6,798,580€    -6,798,580€    -6,798,580€    -6,798,580€    -6,798,580€    -6,798,580€    -6,798,580€    -6,798,580€    -6,798,580€    -6,798,580€    -6,798,580€    

-3,065,193€    -3,065,193€    -3,065,193€    -3,065,193€    -3,065,193€    -3,065,193€    -3,065,193€    -3,065,193€    -3,065,193€    -3,065,193€    -3,065,193€    -3,065,193€    -3,065,193€    -3,065,193€    -3,065,193€    -3,065,193€    -3,065,193€    

-6,473,859€    -6,473,859€    -6,473,859€    -6,473,859€    -6,473,859€    -6,473,859€    -6,473,859€    -6,473,859€    -6,473,859€    -6,473,859€    -6,473,859€    -6,473,859€    -6,473,859€    -6,473,859€    -6,473,859€    -6,473,859€    -6,473,859€    

-22,749,257€  -22,749,257€  -22,749,257€  -22,749,257€  -22,749,257€  -22,749,257€  -22,749,257€  -22,749,257€  -22,749,257€  -22,749,257€  -22,749,257€  -22,749,257€  -22,749,257€  -22,749,257€  -22,749,257€  -22,749,257€  -22,749,257€  

26,416,952€   26,416,952€   26,416,952€   26,416,952€   26,416,952€   26,416,952€   26,416,952€   26,416,952€   26,416,952€   26,416,952€   26,416,952€   26,416,952€   26,416,952€   26,416,952€   26,416,952€   26,416,952€   26,416,952€   

15,009,632€   15,009,632€   15,009,632€   15,009,632€   15,009,632€   15,009,632€   15,009,632€   15,009,632€   15,009,632€   15,009,632€   15,009,632€   15,009,632€   15,009,632€   15,009,632€   15,009,632€   15,009,632€   15,009,632€   

41,426,584€   41,426,584€   41,426,584€   41,426,584€   41,426,584€   41,426,584€   41,426,584€   41,426,584€   41,426,584€   41,426,584€   41,426,584€   41,426,584€   41,426,584€   41,426,584€   41,426,584€   41,426,584€   41,426,584€   

18,677,327€   18,677,327€   18,677,327€   18,677,327€   18,677,327€   18,677,327€   18,677,327€   18,677,327€   18,677,327€   18,677,327€   18,677,327€   18,677,327€   18,677,327€   18,677,327€   18,677,327€   18,677,327€   18,677,327€   

6,537,064€      6,537,064€      6,537,064€      6,537,064€      6,537,064€      6,537,064€      6,537,064€      6,537,064€      6,537,064€      6,537,064€      6,537,064€      6,537,064€      6,537,064€      6,537,064€      6,537,064€      6,537,064€      6,537,064€      

12,140,262€   12,140,262€   12,140,262€   12,140,262€   12,140,262€   12,140,262€   12,140,262€   12,140,262€   12,140,262€   12,140,262€   12,140,262€   12,140,262€   12,140,262€   12,140,262€   12,140,262€   12,140,262€   12,140,262€   

945,563€         787,969€         656,641€         547,201€         456,001€         380,001€         263,889€         219,908€         183,257€         152,714€         127,261€         106,051€         88,376€           73,647€           61,372€           51,144€           42,620€           

1,091,757€      1,879,726€      2,536,367€      3,083,568€      3,539,569€      3,919,570€      4,183,459€      4,403,367€      4,586,624€      4,739,337€      4,866,599€      4,972,650€      5,061,026€      5,134,673€      5,196,045€      5,247,189€      5,289,808€      
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N.  TABLE OF ACRONYMS  
Table 31 Table of acronyms with descriptions and units (if necessary) 

Acronym  Description  Units  

   
BPC  back pressure controller  
CAPEX the capital expenses   
CEC cation exchange capacity  
CLC chemical looping combustion   
CLR chemical looping reforming  
CNF carbon nanofibers  
CNM carbon nanomaterials   
COM cost of manufacture  
CuMOR copper zeolite mordenite  
DW&B direct wages and benefits  
HEN heat exchangers network  
HPLC high-performance liquid chromatography  
MDA methane dehydroaromatization  
MeOH  methanol   
MFC mass flow controller   
MS mass spectrometer  
MTBE methyl tert-butyl ether  
MtM methane to methanol  
MW&B maintenance wages and benefits  
NOCM non oxidative coupling of methane  
OCM oxidative coupling of methane  
PSA pressure swing adsorption   
SCF Supercritical fluids  
SCW Supercritical water  
SRM methane steam reforming   
SYNGAS synthesis gas  
TCD thermocatalytic decomposition  
TCI total capital investment  
TPC total production cost  
XRF X-ray fluorescent  
   
   
A reactor exchange area  m2 
DA, eff effective diffusion coefficient  m2·s-1 
DA, molecular  molecular diffusion coefficient  m2·s-1 
dp particle diameter  m 
dr reactor diameter  m 
kr reaction constant  s-1 

Lr reactor length m 
Vr volume of the reactor  m3 
δ ratio of volume to surface are for catalyst  - 
Δp pressure drop  Pa 
εG porosity of the catalyst particle  - 
μ fluid viscosity  kg·m-1·s-1 
ρg fluid density  kg·m3 
ρp particle density  kg·m3 
τ tortuosity  - 
ϕ fluid mass flow  kg·s-1 
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εmf void fraction at the point of minimum fluidization - 
ψ sphericity, spheres, cubes, short cylinders = 1 - 
g gravity constant m·s2 
umf minimum fluidization velocity  m·s-1 
h reactor height m 
Δz space increment  m 
cA molar concentration of A mol·m-3 
FV volumetric flow rate  m3·s-1 
DA axial dispersion coefficient m2·s-1 
RAS production/ consumption of A  mol·mcat

-3
 ·s-1 

uac actual velocity in empty reactor  m·s-1 
u velocity in the reactor space occupied by the fluid phase m·s-1 
cp,g specific heat capacity for gases  J·kg-1·K-1 
cp,cat specific heat capacity of catalyst material  J·kg-1·K-1 
λA effective thermal conductivity of the bed  W·m-1·K-1 
η effectiveness factor  - 
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O. DETAILED CALCULATIONS  

 

Effectiveness factor 

For a first order equation Thiele modulus is given: 

𝑇ℎ = 𝛿√
𝑘𝑟

𝐷𝐴,𝑒𝑓𝑓
,    𝐷𝐴,𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 

𝜀𝐺

𝜏
∙ 𝐷𝐴,𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑟, 

Table 32 Data taken from [100], [52] 

DA, eff methane 0.49 · 10-4 

DA, eff steam 0.64 · 10-4 
δ R/3 for sphere, R/2 for cylinder 
τ 1.25 

εG 0.4 

 

Pressure drop fixed bed [101] 

∆𝑝

𝑧
=
(1 − 휀𝐺)

휀𝐺
3 ∙  

1

𝑑𝑝𝐴
∙ [150

(1 − 휀𝐺) ∙ 𝜇

𝑑𝑝
− 1.75

𝜑

𝐴
] ∙
𝜑

𝜌𝑔
 

 

Minimum fluidization velocity [52] 

휀𝑚𝑓 = 0.586𝜓
−0.72 (

𝜇2

𝜌𝑔𝜂𝑑𝑝
3)

0.029

(
𝜌𝑔

𝜌𝑐
)
0.021

 

𝑢𝑚𝑓 =
(𝜓𝑑𝑝)

2

150𝜇
∙ [𝑔(𝜌𝑝 − 𝜌𝑓)]

휀𝑚𝑓
3

1 − 휀𝑚𝑓
 

 

Pressure drop fluidized bed [52] 

∆𝑝 = [𝑔(𝜌𝑝 − 𝜌𝑓)] ∙ (1 − 휀𝑚𝑓) ∙ ℎ 

 


